
The two day, annual V-Twin Expo
is being staged earlier than usual
in 2017 - on January 28th and 29th
at its usual Cincinnati, Ohio venue;
avoiding the Super Bowl and
other event clashes that are
blamed for holding back
attendance in prior years.
There has been considerable market
speculation about the status of the
event in 2017, with rumors about
exhibitor pull-outs and disquiet about
the show’s prospects.
“There have been some vendors who
have decided not to exhibit at V-Twin
Expo in 2017,” Show Manager Jim
Betlach said to AMD Magazine at the
end of November, “but that happens
and the show continues to be reflective
of market status and it continues to be
the only one of its kind.”
Betlach went on to say that “very often
the show decisions that vendors take at
any given time are driven by their own
business cycle requirements and don’t
affect V-Twin Expo’s status as still being
the primary custom parts and accessory
industry shop window and the largest,
indeed only dealer event of its kind in
the world.”
At the time of going to press the
exhibitor list showed a healthy range of
exhibiting companies that most in the

market would regard as cornerstones of
our industry. Taken with the selection of
new exhibitors and returnees booked
for January 2017, and Betlach’s
observation that it is “vendor cycles”
that are affecting exhibiting decisions
as much as anything has some
credibility.

Confirmed exhibitors include ‘majors’
such as Drag Specialities, Ness
Enterprises, Barnett Tool & Engineering,
Baker Drivetrain, Avon Tyres, Belt Drives
Ltd., Bassani Exhaust, DynoJet and
DynaTek, HardDrive, James Gaskets,
JIMS, K&N, Khrome Werks, Kibblewhite,
LePera, Mid-USA, Rinehart Racing,
Rivera Primo, RC Components, Zipper’s
Performance and others – at late

November it stood at some 120
exhibiting companies in total and as the
show nears that figure will increase as
it always does.
“There’s no question that 2016 has
been a soft year for vendors. In fact, the
past two or three years have not seen
the market kick-on from the recovery. It
simply has not sustained. A lot of people
blame the election, which always has
an impact every four years, but mostly I
am hearing that it is the economy that
is holding the market back,” Betlach
said.
“Yes, the changes to how people get
their information and buy their products
have has an effect on the market. But
the channels have always been under
pressure one way or another. It is the
consolidation we have been seeing and
the financial issues faced by some
vendors is also having an effect.
“When the economic realities of the
real-world situation in which custom
shops and vendors are operating is not
good, then regardless of what the so-
called experts and economists say
about jobs and growth those realities
affect people directly and we have
certainly been seeing that. Everybody is
seeing that.
“It isn’t just the V-twin industry either,
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Memo to selves - we could be selling more

T
he fall show season in Europe has been inspiring. What is very
cool about it, and something I have always appreciated and
enjoyed, is the wider range of industry experiences it exposes me
to, the wider range of industry contacts, knowledge and

information it brings to my table, and the broader perspective it gives
me. One that gives me an insight into what is going on “over the fence”
and allows me greater context in which to form a value judgement as
to what is going on with the V-twin market at any given time.
Like it or not, if customers are choosing not to spend their hard-earned on our
market’s goods and services (and see page 64 for a News Brief on the findings
Lightspeed are reporting for October), then they are either spending it elsewhere
within the motorcycle industry, or making altogether other consumer choices,
including maybe not spending at all. 
While the market has been undeniably soft in the United States this year so far (2015
wasn’t as good as it should have been either), we are not seeing calamitous
economic meltdown of the kind that characterized ’08 through ’12, but there is no
question the market remains in trouble.
The value of this “broader perspective” however, is that I am
able to report that “internationally” at least, it is not
motorcycling that is in trouble.
Sales pretty much everywhere, except in the United States,
are on the increase, and that includes Harley-Davidson.
However, despite the no doubt raider and speculator driven
bounce seen in their share price recently (from as low as the
$43 mark in July to low $60 territory in late November and
early December), Harley’s continuing failure to compete effectively with other
platform options and other leisure Dollar spend options is alarming.
Yes, the M-8 has been a step in the right direction, although it is still an outdated
package that is aimed at the customers they are already selling to and, so far, the
platforms “new genners” won’t be in the market for until their waistlines and wallet
books have fattened.

Much has already been written (by me and others) about what was experienced
by those from the custom industry who were lucky enough to have been at

INTERMOT back at the beginning of October, in terms of ‘INTERMOT Customized’
and the forward-facing platform it will give to a market that is desperately in need
of “fresh fish”.
In Europe the “traditional” air-cooled v-twin market and the “non-traditional” all-
platforms-are-good-platforms market of the millennials and the “hipsters” live
happily in close harmony, feeding from one another in terms of business opportunity
and creativity.
In the United States it is as if the history of the 1960s “nicest people” split into two
tribes, the same tribalism that ultimately resulted in the Honda drop culture (a
generation that, ironically, was blissfully unaware that it was Honda that saved
Harley’s ass) is repeating itself, with “new gen” riders eschewing anything and
everything that smacks of “the man,” and that includes that which was once itself
the stuff of radical niche and cult – us!
Shows like Garage Brewed, The One Show, Mama Tried, Handbuilt and Born Free
represent the march to an altogether different drum. Whereas in Europe, to take the
four most recent shows as examples, new and old scenes celebrate that which unites

them side-by-side rather than showcasing the demographic, styling and platform
differences.
In the United States, AIMExpo “gets it”, or is at least headed in the right direction
– even if the jury will remain out on the Columbus move for some time to come. The
initiatives that their V-Twin Market Director Bob Kay is taking to provide a convincing
but still meaningful ’Custom Culture’ environment, in which the needs of business
and lifestyle can commune successfully, is grounds for optimism; but why hasn’t that
happened already elsewhere at other shows and at the Rallies?
The advantage that ‘INTERMOT Customized’ brings to the market is its broader based
and mixed platform environment.  

When you see the new generation of potential customers cramming the aisles
of the other new events (especially Garage Brewed in downtown Cincinnati

at the same time as V-Twin Expo) rather than mixing it at “traditional” air-cooled v-
twin custom events then you have to question just how savvy so-called “outreach”
marketers are being.
If these “new gen” consumers are going to play a role in the balance sheets of the
“established” vendor community on a moving forward basis, then not only do we

need to meet them on their own terms where show
environments and content and other marketing spends are
concerned, but we either have to abandon our present
product offerings (neither sensible of necessary) or wait
patiently until the second law of thermodynamics brings
them into our cross hairs. 
Harley got their marketing horribly wrong in the Keith
Wandell and Mark-Hans Richer era, and they continue to get

it just as disastrously wrong now - as does the aftermarket. 
There’s nothing wrong with what we (and Harley) are selling now, in terms of the
limited market there is for it. But as any peek over the fence will show, there is so
much more that we could (and should) also be selling.
The only thing wrong with our (and Harley’s) existing product portfolios is our
dependency on them. Haplessly hoping that a market of the scale that was seen in
the 1997 trough 2007 decade will build again on the same concepts, cultures,
references and metal that drove it then, is criminally naive.
The phenomenon that was the ‘97 through ’07 market was not based on the same
concepts, cultures, references and metal as the ’77 through ’87 market was, before
it too stalled. So it makes zero sense for the industry to imagine that the 2017 and
beyond market can bear any resemblance to the milk and honey pre-Lehman
apocalypse years.
Harley are going to continue to alienate more potential customers than they’ll
convince by trading on the fallacious preposition that the less naïve new generations
of potential customers can be fooled into thinking that their life stories can be written
on a credit app – regardless of what they may have tried to convince themselves in
to believing, Harley’s new budget-fattened marketing remains more out than reach. 

outreach is
busted flush

Robin Bradley
Co-owner/Editor-in-Chief
robin@dealer-world.com    
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the whole of the motorcycle industry is
soft. What is concerning is that unlike
through the downturn, even staples
and service items have been soft. We
need to get the election behind us and
get back into a climate where people
want to have fun and start riding their
motorcycle again.”
There will be many who agree with
Betlach’s sentiments, but many who
will also continue to point the changes
taking place in the events landscape,
especially in the January and February
timescale, and to the demographic
changes that some say are rendering
the show concepts of old redundant.
While there may be some truth in that,
events such as SEMA and the CES
suggest that it is more a case of market
scale that is affecting motorcycle
dealer shows; which is also why, to a
large extent, some distributors are
seeing own-events where they believe
they can maximise the business they
do with their existing dealers as
important stop-gaps. 
One senior and well respected V-Twin
Expo exhibitor that AMD Magazine
spoke to (who wished to remain
anonymous) told us “Look, we’ve all
seen this before. It isn’t rocket science.
While new motorcycle sales are soft,
we are all going to be scrabbling.
When Harley get back on the horse,
and they will, then everyone else will
be able to also. Follow the money. If
we see money come back into the
market, then confidence will follow.
That may sound like stating the
obvious, but sometimes the obvious
needs stating.”

<<< Continued from cover Tucker Rocky/Biker’s Choice in
distribution center closures and lay-offs
New company President Eric
Cagle didn’t waste much time
setting his imprint on Tucker
Rocky and Biker’s Choice.
The appointment of the logistics
specialist was only announced
in October, and by the end of
November he’d already started
to make his presence felt with
the closure of two warehouses
and with around 20 salaried
staff laid off.
The changes to “optimize its
distribution center footprint”
was part of the TR/BC “ongoing
mission to provide powersports
dealers with unparalleled
service levels,” and saw closure
of its distribution centers at
Denver and Portland, with
inventory being consolidated at
its “primary DCs”. These state-
of-the-art facilities take
advantage of the latest
technology, including high-
density pick modules and
battery charging stations, in
order to provide dealers with
exceptional service.
“Over the past three years, we
have focused on our DC
strategy, and invested heavily in
square footage, people,
processes and technology to
provide unparalleled service
levels,” said Dan Kent, Vice

President of Operations. “Our
facilities in Denver and Portland
were smaller and do not have
the space to support the
technology and stocking
strategies necessary to meet
our current standards.
Therefore, we are closing these
DCs at the end of the year. 
“By having more inventory in
fewer locations,” says Kent, “we
will be able to improve our
customer fill rates and reduce
the number of shipments
necessary to complete an order.
Our dealers will spend less time
on receiving and waiting for
multiple packages to arrive.”
“2016 has been a challenging
year for the powersports
industry,” Eric Cagle is quoted
as saying. “We are confident in
our strategies as we have
realized significant growth in
the V-twin market and continue
to out-perform our competition
in the metric market. As we
enter 2017, we see the
opportunity to continue to grow
around our optimized DC
footprint. We remain committed
to improving our processes and
technology in order to be
recognized as the preferred
distributor by powersports
dealers.”

This news was followed some
two or three weeks later by
reports that the company had
let some 20 or more salaried
personnel go as part of ongoing
“optimization” – among them
were Hank Desjardins, long-time
Marketing Director, and Phil
Davy, a very well-known and
respected apparel industry
veteran who numbers roles at
ICON, Helmet House, Leatt, AXO,
O’Neal and Renthall among his
experience.

New Tucker Rocky and Biker’s
Choice President Eric Cagle said that
“as we enter 2017, we see the
opportunity to continue to grow
around our optimized DC footprint.
We remain committed to improving
our processes and technology in
order to be recognized as the
preferred distributor by
powersports dealers.”

Autonomous cars to be tested with motorcycles 
Following widespread concerns raised
by some of Europe’s riders’ rights
organizations, including Brussels
based FEMA (the Federation of
European Motorcyclists’ Associations),
vehicle authorities in Europe will
cooperate with motorcyclists’
organizations and conduct their own
test program with different brands of
semi-autonomous cars.
Those concerns center around the
extent to which the testing of fully and
semi-autonomous systems had been
calibrated to account for the presence
of motorcycles.
This is in response to lobbying of RDW
– the Dutch Vehicle Authority that
issued the European type approval for
Tesla – by FEMA, the Motorcycle Action
Group in the Netherlands, and the
KNMV, the Royal Dutch motorcycle
riders association. 
At a meeting with the RDW, at which
the motorcyclists’ worries were
discussed, it transpired that despite

granting type approval, the RDW
shared many of the concerns raised.
As a result, the RDW proposes - in
cooperation with the motorcyclists’
organizations - to conduct their own
test program with different brands of
cars with Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems. RDW also believes, as do the
riders, that testing with motorcycles
should be part of the test protocol for
European type approval.
Dolf Willigers, General Secretary of
FEMA, said: “We are very pleased with
the outcome of this first meeting with
the experts of RDW. We are going to
act together and we will see in the field
tests to which extent the technique
takes motorcyclists into account.”

From left to right: Arjan Everink (KNMV), Dolf Willigers (FEMA), Anton van
der Heijden (RDW), Jan Sybren Boersma (RDW) and Wim Taal (FEMA) – the
RDW has agreed that testing with motorcycles should be part of the test
protocol for European type approval of so-called autonomous cars and those
with cars with Advanced Driver Assistance Systems, including systems such
as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and Lane Changing System (LCS). Field tests
could start as early as 2017.
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Over 350 custom motorcycle
builders across the U.S. started
competing for $100,000 in cash,
prizes and the ‘King of the
Builders’ title as the 8th annual
J&P Cycles Ultimate Builder
Custom Bike Show (UBCBS) got
underway at the 2016/2017
Progressive International
Motorcycle Shows (IMS) in Long
Beach this November.
The “elite-level custom motorcycle
builder competition is the largest of its
kind in the U.S.,” being held at all seven
IMS shows, including the

Championship round in Chicago. “IMS
attendees are offered a unique
opportunity to see one-of-a-kind bikes
and meet the artists who create these
custom machines.”
The show hosts four classes of
competition including Freestyle,
Modified Harley-Davidson (presented
by Harley), Modified Custom and
Modified Retro (presented by Royal
Enfield). Judging will be conducted by
the competitors themselves, with the
top builders in each class receiving
cash and prizes, along with special
category awards for “Originality,”
“People’s Choice” and “Sho Dog.” 
Two brand new categories have been
added for the 2017 IMS tour that
include “Best Paint” and “The
Ingenuity Award.” An awards
ceremony will take place in each city,
“including short interviews to provide
attendees insight into the story behind
the award-winning bikes.”
Each class winner at all the IMS stops
will be invited to join the final round at
IMS Chicago on February 10-12, 2017,
awarding a total of $50,000 in cash
and prizes. J&P Cycles is the title
sponsor again, supporting the
“People’s Choice” award along with
Bell Helmets, Harley-Davidson is the
presenting sponsor of the Modified
Harley class, and Royal Enfield is the
presenting sponsor of the Mod Retro
class. Condor, J&M and K&N are also

on-board as product sponsors,
providing gift certificates to select class
winners and runner-ups throughout
the IMS Tour and Championship.
Zach Parham, GM J&P Cycles: “J&P
Cycles is proud to present the eighth
year of the Ultimate Builder Custom
Bike Show and support the community
of motorcycle builders. We’re inspired
and humbled by the vision and self-
expression of the hundreds of bikes
entered each year. And we look
forward to celebrating and recognizing
the winners this year.”
Award-winning industry veteran Jeff
Najar will continue to work with the
J&P Cycles UBCBC for the 2017 IMS
Tour. Najar has been involved with
motorcycling and the enthusiast
community from an early age.  Over the
course of his career, he has owned and
ridden motorcycles of all types, sharing
his enthusiasm as a hobbyist with
others. Najar has designed and
managed numerous custom bike
shows across the U.S.
Jeff Najar: “Since its inception, the J&P
Cycles Ultimate Builder Custom Bike
Show (UBCBS) has become a spark of
creativity and competition in custom
building for the best motorcycle artists,
designers and craftsmen in the country.
During the 2016 IMS tour, some of the
most influential and well-known
names in custom work participated in
UBCBS such as Cory Ness, Paul Yaffe,

Chris Richardson and Bill Dodge,
among others. 
“The 2017 edition is shaping up to be
one of the most exciting in the history
of the series, with the ‘King of the
Builders’ being crowned at the
National Championship at IMS
Chicago, IL, on February 12, 2017.”
Past winners of the J&P Cycles Ultimate
Builder Competition include the 2016
“King of the Builders,” Jeremy Cupp, a
talented custom builder from Virginia,
who also led in the Freestyle and
sponsored categories, followed by
runners-up Dave Dupor, Champion of
the Modified Harley Class, at $11,500
in cash and prizes; Bill Dodge,
Champion of the Modified Custom
class and UBCBS winner from IMS
Miami 2016, at $9,200 in cash and
prizes, and Steve Iacona, Champion of
the Modified Retro class, at $3,900 in
cash and prizes, among others.
www.motorcycleshows.com

At the time of going to press the
remaining series dates included …

WASHINGTON D.C.
January 6-8

DALLAS, TEXAS
January 13-15

CLEVELAND, OHIO
January 27-29

MINNEAPOLIS, MN
February 3-5

CHICAGO, IL
February 10-12

Jeremy Cupp won the ‘King of the Builders’
title at the Chicago final in February 2016

Steve Iacona’s 2016 Series
Modified Retro winner

Dave Dupor’s 2016 Series
Modified Harley winner
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BRP has reported revenues of
$856 million for the second
quarter of FY2017, +5%; gross
profit of $172 million
representing 20% of revenues,
an increase of $3 million. As
part of a series of patent
infringement lawsuits involving
the company and Arctic Cat, a
decision was rendered by the
trial judge to award additional
damages in one of these
lawsuits. Consequently, the
company recorded an
additional $43 million expense
during the quarter. The
company filed an appeal on
August 23, 2016.

Hal’s Harley-Davidson of New Berlin,
Wisconsin, has been sold to Sara and
Eric Pomeroy, owners of Kutter
Harley-Davidson in Janesville,
Wisconsin. Hal Toppel acquired and
renamed the former J&S Cycles
business in 1978. The dealership will
continue to operate at its current
location at 1925 South Moorland
Road in New Berlin, Wisconsin
53151.

The Harley-Davidson Café on
the strip in Las Vegas has closed
after 20 years in business.

Following its acquisition of a 51
percent stake in Peugeot’s Scooter
business, giant Indian conglomerate
Mahindra has acquired ownership of
the legendary BSA brand, as the
major players in the Indian PTW
(Powered Two-Wheeler) market
continue to jockey for strategic and
brand positioning on the
international stage.

Zero Motorcycles is to provide
AMA memberships with all new
2017 motorcycle purchases.
New Zero customers will
receive “all the benefits of AMA
membership, including
discounts, information about
AMA-sanctioned activities,
home delivery of American
Motorcyclist magazine and
AMA Roadside Assistance.” 

Jody Perewitz (daughter of bike
builder Dave) lit-up Bonneville back
at the start of September with an exit
speed of 211 mph on her all new
120”, turbo-charged V-twin –
establishing her again as the ‘Fastest
Women on an American Motorcycle’.
She put both her bikes in the 200
mph Club at the event and raised her
tally to 15 Land Speed records, 4
National #1 plates (AMA records)
and 1 all-important World Record.

NEWS
BRIEFS

Progressive International Motorcycle Shows’
$50,000 purse J&P Cycles Ultimate Builder finals
set for Chicago
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The 2017 show season - a selection
The ‘majors’ may be over for another
year (two years in the case of
INTERMOT), but with the debut of
‘INTERMOT Customized’ showing that
there is vibrancy on the biggest of
stages, now is the time of year when
the spotlight falls on the dealer,
specialty and custom shows.
The new year kicks-off with the
popular UK Dealer Expo opening its

doors for the 22nd time for three days
from 15-17 January - by far Europe’s
largest, longest lived and most
successfu l  dealer  show -
www.motorcycle-expo.com
A week later Motor Bike Expo
(MBE) will fill four halls at the Verona
Expo Centre in northern Italy from
Friday January 20 to Sunday 22. A
combined custom and ‘mainstream’

consumer expo, “Verona” has seen
attendance grow ever since its move
from Padua in 2009 -
www.motorbikeexpo.it
At the end of January, Sweden’s
annual show, MC-Massan, returns to
the capital Stockholm (26-29 January
2017) in its biennial rotation with
Gothenburg (www.mcmassan.se),
then The One Show at Portland,
Oregon, 10-12 February
(www.the1moto.com).

Meanwhile, in the United States the
annual specialty V-Twin Expo will
take place at its usual downtown
exhibition center venue in Cincinnati,
Ohio (Saturday January 28 and
Sunday 29 (www.vtwin-
expo.com). 
Billed as “The Only Show of its
Kind,” which it is, V-Twin Expo
remains the only independently
owned and operated dealer show
for the Har ley-Davidson
aftermarket and custom V-twin
parts and accessory industry.

Owned and operated by Easyriders
Events, their winter 2017 Bike Show
Tour reaches a crescendo at
Columbas, Ohio, on February 11-12
after stops at Sacramento, CA;
Charlotte, NC; Nashville, TN; and
Atlantic City, NJ. 
At the same time as V-Twin Expo, from
12:00 noon to 12:00 midnight on
Saturday January 28th, Garage

Brewed (www.garagebrewed.com)
at the Rhinegeist Brewery, Cincinnati,
kicks off a busy few weeks for
motorcycle dealers and riders in the
United States and internationally.
The market’s two major parts and
accessory distributors are holding their
own dealer shows in February: Tucker
Rocky/Bikers Choice are playing
host to their dealers in Texas on
Wednesday 8 and Thursday 9 of
February, and just 10 days later Parts
Unlimited/Drag Specialties set up
shop at the RCA Dome, Indianapolis,
Saturday 18 and Sunday 19 February.
In fact, that weekend there are at least
four motorcycle industry events in play
that we know of, with the annual
MCN London Motorcycle Show
taking place from January 17-19,
featuring the Zodiac/Harrison Billet
London Custom Bike Show
(www.mcnmotorcycleshow.com,
the excellent Swiss Moto being
staged at Zurich from February 16-19
(www.swiss-moto.ch), and the
increasingly popular Mama Tried at

Milwaukee from 17-19 February
(www.mamatriedshow.com).
The following weekend sees the
largest annual show in the
Netherlands, Motorbeurs, taking
place from 23-25 January at Utrecht
(www.motorbeursutrecht.nl).
Highlights in March and April include
(but are not limited to!) the biennial
Carole Nash Irish Motorbike &
Scooter Show, taking place at
Dublin, Ireland, from March 3-5.
Always a popular show that not only
dominates the small but growing Irish

market, but that also pulls in
exhibitors internationally, ‘Dublin’ is
an AMD World Championship of
Custom Bike Building affiliate show
and has provided a former World
Champion (Don Cronin, Medaza
Cycles, with ‘Rondine’ in 2013)
www.irishmotorbikeshow.com.
After that MotoSalon and
Motocykl (featuring the Bohemian
Custom Bike Show), both at Prague,
both March 2-5 (www.bvv.cz and
www.motocykl-praha.cz), and
Moto Days, Rome, March 9-12
(www.motodays.it) and the
Radical Custombike Show
organized by MC Pecquencourt in
north Eastern France, March 11-12
(www.mc-pecquencourt.com) all
overlap with Daytona Bike Week,
F lor ida, USA, March 10-19
(www.officialbikeweek.com).
The focus then shifts MotoMadrid in
Spain f rom March 24-26
(www.salonmotomadrid.com),
followed by the 30th annual Donnie
Smith Bike & Car Show at St Paul,
MN, on March 25-26

(www.donniesmithbikeshow.com,
followed by the Tokyo Motorcycle
Show , March 24-26
(www.motorcycleshow.org );

InaBike, Jakarta, Indonesia, March
29-April 1 (www.inabike.net);
Custom Show Emirates at Abu
Dhabi’s National Exhibition Center,
UAE, on March 30-April 1st
(www.customshowemirates.co);
Arizona Bike Week, April 5-9 
(www.azbikeweek.com);

Motorcycle Taiwan, 20-23 April
(www.motorcycletaiwan.com.tw);
with the Moscow Custom and
Tuning Show, another AMD World
Championship affiliate event, from 21-
23 April.
The annual Handbuilt Motorcycle
Show, Austin, TX, will be staged
concurrent with the US MotoGP on

Apr i l  22-23 (probably!
www.revivalcycles.com); the
Laughlin River Run, April 26-29
(www.laughlinriverrun.com);
Biker Fest in Italy, May 18-21,
another AMD World Championship of

Custom Bike Building affiliate
(www.bikerfest.it); the increasingly
popular and well respected Bike
Shed in London, May 26-28
(www.thebikeshed.cc ) ; the
European Super Rally in the Czech
Republ ic , May 31-June 4
(www.superrally.com) and another
of  the 2017 AMD World
Championship affiliate events, the
internationally renowned
one day Custom Bike
Show staged by Twin
Club MC at Norrtalje,
Sweden, on June 3rd
(www.custombikeshow.se).

www.AMDchampionship.com
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Zodiac #41 ‘Bikers Book’ for 2017
This brand new issue #41 of the
Zodiac Bikers Book “contains
more parts and more pages
than ever before,” according to
the Mijdrecht, Netherlands
headquartered distributor.
At over 1,600 pages and more
than 34,000 part numbers,
Zodiac has again expanded their
product line with almost 5,000
new parts and accessories from
vendors all around the world.
There are hundreds of new and
exclusive Genuine Zodiac parts
and accessories (with 2-year
warranty) as well as products
from well-known and new,
emerging vendors.
New products include sound-
adjustable slip-on mufflers from
Italian exhaust maker MCJ, the
complete new product line from
Ciro, Galfer ‘skulled’ disc brake
rotors (a Zodiac exclusive),
Chopper Kulture parts and
accessories, OttoDiCuori
suspension components and
accessories from Italy, T-Bags
biker luggage with lifetime
warranty, Italian made Mupo
and Bitubo shock absorbers,

stock
replacement
parts for the
vintage 45CI
Sidevalve,
performance parts for
Sportster, Big Twin, Twin
Cam, and even the
Milwaukee Eight models from
S&S Cycle, Freedom
Performance Exhaust,
ThunderMax, JIMS, Kibblewhite
Precision Machining,
SuperTrapp/Kerker, Mikuni and
many others.
Zodiac say they will also have
all the new parts and
accessories from iconic brands
such as Arlen Ness, Biltwell,

Kustom Tech, Le Pera,
Performance Machine
and Roland Sands
Design in stock,
along with new
lines from
Aquatic
and
Cycle

Sounds
(radios and

audio related
equipment), La Rosa

spring seat mounting kits, and
hundreds of selected parts and
accessories for model-specific
and universal use.
Zodiac has sales offices
throughout Europe and
produces its annual catalogs
and regular dealer bulletins and
newsletters in English, German,
French, Italian and Spanish. 
www.zodiac.nl

Kenth Öhlin
appoints new CEO
Having bought back 95 percent of the
ownership share from Yamaha in
2007, founder Kenth Öhlin has finally
implemented a succession plan that
will see him hand over day-to-day
management of the suspension
business he started at the age of 25
years old in 1976. 
The appointment of Henrik Johansson
as CEO guarantees continuity -
Johansson having been with the
Swedish business for over 20 years,
most recently as Deputy CEO, with an
emphasis on strategic planning and
management.
Kenth Öhlin will remain as owner,
board member and President and said:
”I am pleased and proud to have had
the opportunity to develop Öhlins
Racing AB for 40 years. Now is the time
to hand over to a leader who can
continue the epic journey. 
“I myself will remain active in the
company as an advisor, and hopefully
can continue to contribute with my
knowledge in areas such as technical
development, sales and racing
activities.”
Johansson said: “It’s truly an honor to
get this assignment and, as such, the

overall responsibility to lead Öhlins
Racing AB into the future. I believe that
I gained a good knowledge of our
strengths and weaknesses, but also
understand what we need to develop
to maintain our position as one of the
benchmarks for advanced suspension
systems around the globe.”
Öhlins Racing AB is a privately owned
Swedish company. The headquarters
and main production site are located
just north of Stockholm, Sweden, and
Öhlins has branch offices and
subsidiaries in Sweden, Germany,
Thailand and USA.
Yamaha Japan bought a majority stake
in Öhlins in 1987. Kenth Öhlin stayed
with the company during that time and
oversaw a successful 20 year
collaboration that saw Öhlins become
almost ubiquitous as a “go-to” race
suspension brand during an era in
which Yamaha enjoyed unparalleled
track success.
With the downturn storm clouds
looming, Kenth Öhlin was able to
reacquire ownership in 2007. The
support from Yamaha enabled the
company to develop many of the ideas
that Kenth Öhlin had, not least that of

the CES valve (Continuously
Controlled Suspension System)
patented in 1984, and an automotive
industry staple still to this day.
www.ohlins.com

Kenth Öhlin, left, who founded the
business in 1976, is handing over
CEO responsibilities to Henrik
Johansson

Viola, Wisconsin based S&S
Cycle has teamed up with
Nextep Funding to release
“Power Terms Financing” –
described as a “first of its kind
financing tool [for its dealers]
that allows riders to invest in
S&S performance product [and
dealer installation if required]
with minimal cash outlay.”

Polaris declared a regular quarterly
$0.55 per share cash dividend
payable on December 15, 2016 to
shareholders of record at the close of
business on December 1, 2016.

Baker Drivetrain say that
prototype units of their ‘Grudge
Box’, a new generation
overdrive that is said to be able
to handle over 200+hp, have
passed internal testing and are
now out with experienced test
riders to prove durability before
shipping, which is expected to
be in time for Daytona Bike
Week installs. Features include
a .92 overdrive 6th gear for a
250 reduction in those gas
guzzling rpms. 

With some 22 months still to go, the
first two entries have already been
received for the 14th AMD World
Championship of Custom Bike
Building at ‘INTERMOT Customized’
at Cologne, Germany, in October
2018 – entrants from the UK and
Switzerland! Entry forms are live
online at
www.amdchampionship.com

Kawasaki says it is to start
developing motorcycles with AI
Technologies - next-generation
motorcycles that can “grow
along with the rider”. Making
use of ICT (Information and
Communications Technology),
including AI (Artificial
Intelligence), the motorcycles
being developed will use the
Emotion Generation Engine and
Natural Language Dialogue
System - a form of artificial
intelligence that “enables man
and machine to communicate
with technology capable of
recognizing emotion by the
sound of the speaker’s voice – a
platform currently being
developed by SoftBank Group
subsidiary cocoro SB Corp.

American Heritage Motorcycles
(AHM) has announced that it has
closed all its stores. AHM was a five-
dealership group started in 2014
that had five Indian, Victory and
Slingshot dealerships - two in Illinois
and three in Ohio.
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Thrustcycle unveils new self-balancing
‘Gyro-cycle’ e-bike concept
Honolulu, Hawaii based
Thrustcycle Enterprises LLC has
announced the debut of a new
prototype of its GyroCycle,
described as a “revolutionary
self-balancing electric
motorcycle.” The company says
the first model is scheduled for
production in 2017, and that they
aim to be “the first company to
bring a self-stabilizing gyroscopic
motorcycle to market.”
“The GyroCycle is an energy
efficient vehicle with rock solid
stability,” says company
President Clyde Igarashi. The core
technology behind the GyroCycle
is said to have “broad
implications for safety and
sustainability.”
Internal flywheels create a
gyroscopic effect that is designed
to ensure that the bike will
remain upright and stable when
powered up, during riding and at
standstill. The company goes on
to say that “because the system
maintains a fixed plane in space,
the vehicle will be less likely to
slide under and lose traction
when going into turns because
the gyroscope will maintain
lateral integrity.” The self-
balancing function is said to give
the rider more control and
greatly increases safety.
Although Thrustcycle aims to be
the first to bring a gyroscopic
motorcycle to market, other
major players are emerging.
BMW recently debuted the
Motorrad Vision Next 100
concept motorcycle, which
features a self-balancing system
said to provide stability while at
a standstill as well as when in
motion. According to BMW,
beginners will benefit because
their cycle cannot fall over, while

more experienced riders will
enjoy the benefits that come
with the improved agility that
their self-balancing system
provides.
“These are the concepts that
Thrustcycle has been promoting
for a while now,” said Igarashi,
“and we are eager to
demonstrate them with our
GyroCycle. We’re further
encouraged by the
announcement that Lingyun
Intelligent Technology, based in

Beijing, is also entering the
gyroscopic vehicle technology
race. We see the entrance of
large competitors as vindication
of the potential in the
technologies that we’ve been
developing for years.”
While the price for the limited
run in 2017 has not been
finalized, Thrustcycle anticipates
it will be under $20K – and
significantly lower in the future.
While motorcycles and scooters
currently occupy a small market
share in the U.S., they have
enormous market potential in
Europe and Asia. A report by QY
Research reveals that in 2015
about 38 million units of electric
motorcycles and scooters were

sold worldwide, generating
revenue of $13 billion. According
to an analysis by Navigant
Research, that figure is expected
to grow as battery costs
decrease.
Thrustcycle says it also plans to
debut an enclosed gyro-
stabilized vehicle in the near
future. As demonstrated by a
video on their website, rather
than merely dampen oscillations
(in the way that gyroscopes
function on oceangoing ships)
when the cycle is hit with force
from the side, it will slide but
remain firmly upright.
While Thrustcycle is currently
largely self-financed, after they
bring the first model to market
they say they will be looking at
more options, including possible
licensing of the core technology. 
Co-founder Clyde Igarashi, who
holds an MBA in finance from
New York University, first met co-
founder David Ryker nine years
ago while working on an energy
storage project. Both were
interested in green technology
and building cleaner, more
energy-efficient vehicles.
“When David started telling me
about this enclosed two-wheeled
motorcycle he made in the 1990s
(which he called Gyro Hawk), I
was intrigued by the idea of not
only making transportation more
efficient, but also making
motorcycles safer”, Igarashi said.
“We decided that the idea was
worth revisiting and formed
Thrustcycle Enterprises.”
Thrustcycle Enterprises LLC is
based in Honolulu, Hawaii, and
its prototypes are manufactured
in Wilsonville, Oregon.

www.thrustcycle.com

Harley-Davidson have taken 5th
place from Kawasaki in the market
share rankings in Germany, having
sold 10,743 units for a 10.7 percent
share of a market worth 104,733
units for all brands overall in the first
10 months of 2016. The German
motorcycle market was +7.33
percent YTD through September
2016. Harley’s top seller in Germany
through the first 10 months was the
Softail Slim (1,376 units), followed by
the XL 1200 X (987).

The AMA has sanctioned snow
bike racing, which features
competition off-road
motorcycles modified for snowy
terrain. The inaugural AMA
sanctioned series will be the
Championship Snow Bike
Series, promoted by Big Nasty
Hillclimb LLC, an AMA-chartered
promoter out of Boise, Idaho,
that has experience promoting
hill climb and hare and hound
events. The snow bikes swap
out wheels and knobby tires for
a ski up front for steering and a
high-performance snowmobile-
style track in the rear - they will
compete on a motocross-
inspired half-mile track of
jumps, banks, right and left
hand turns, and whoops and
dips. 

The latest data from European
motorcycle trade association ACEM
puts new motorcycle registrations in
EU countries at +7.5 percent
(700,098 units) for the first 10
months of 2016; Germany, Italy,
Spain, France and the UK - the
“GISFUK” bloc - Europe’s “Big Five”
motorcycle markets represent some
80 percent of the European total.

The Buffalo Chip campground
and entertainment complex is
to host an AMA Pro Racing Flat
Track race during the Sturgis
Rally. It will be staged on a new
seven-time Grand National
Champion Chris Carr
blueprinted half-mile track to
be built in the center of the
venue’s amphitheater. The track
area will be transformed back
into the Wolfman Jack main
stage infield immediately after
the Sunday August 6 slated
“Buffalo Chip TT”. The race will
fall under the Chip’s Moto
Stampede umbrella of events,
which has previously included
the Roland Sands Design Super
Hooligan races and the Buffalo
Chip Street Drags.

NEWS
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execution and our overall performance
will drive a steadier cadence of growth
and profitability in the future.”
Third quarter net income was $32.3
million, or $0.50 per diluted share, for
the quarter ended September 30,
2016 compared to $155.2 million, or
$2.30 per diluted share reported in the
third quarter of 2015. 
Sales for the third quarter of 2016
totaled $1,185.1 million, down -19
percent from last year’s third quarter
sales of $1,456.0 million.
Compared to the $535.699 m in
motorcycle segment sales revenue
reported for the first nine months of
the 2015 financial year, motorcycle
segment sales revenues are reported
up by +13 percent for the first nine
months of 2016 at $602.762 m.
Total Polaris sales revenues were
down by -19 percent at $ 1,185.067m
for the third quarter (compared to $
1,456.000m for the year ago quarter)
and -19 percent at $ 3,298.840m for
the first nine months of 2016
(compared with $ 3,613.672m for the
first nine months of 2015. 
Total gross profit across Polaris’ full
range of activities was -37 percent for
the third quarter at $ 260.770m (22
percent of sales) compared to $

415.623 for the year ago quarter (28.5
percent of sales); and was -23 percent
for the first nine months of 2016 at $
792.851m (24 percent of sales)
compared to$ 1,028.768m for the
year ago period (28.5 percent of
sales). 
Off-Road Vehicle (“ORV”) and
Snowmobile segment sales revenue,
including its respective PG&A sales,
decreased -23 percent from the third
quarter of 2015 to $923.4 million. 
Polaris’ “Global Adjacent Markets”
segment sales along with its
respective PG&A sales, increased six
percent to $78.5 million in the 2016
third quarter compared to the 2015
third quarter. 
Parts, Garments and Accessories
(“PG&A”) sales, which are included in
each of the three respective reporting
segments, declined one percent during
the 2016 third quarter to $224.4
million, driven by lower retail sales.
International sales to customers
outside of North America totaled
$141.0 million for the third quarter of
2016, including PG&A, a decrease of
eight percent from the same period in
2015. International sales on a
constant currency basis were down

seven percent in the 2016 third
quarter.
Operating expenses increased 16
percent to $222.6 million, or 18.8
percent of sales, for the third quarter
of 2016, compared to $192.0 million,
or 13.2 percent of sales, for the third
quarter of 2015. 
Net cash provided by operating
activities was $426.2 million for the
nine months ended September 30,
2016, compared to $464.0 million for
the same period in 2015. Total debt for
the quarter was $436.7 million. The
Company’s debt-to-total capital ratio
was 32 percent at September 30,
2016, compared to 25 percent a year
ago. Cash and cash equivalents were
$122.7 million at September 30,
2016, down from $225.3 million for
the same period in 2015.
During the third quarter 2016, the
Company repurchased and retired
111,000 shares of its common stock
for $10.5 million. As of September 30,
2016, the Company currently has
authorization from its Board of
Directors to repurchase up to an
additional 8.6 million shares of Polaris
stock.
For the full year 2016, the Company
says its Motorcycle segment unit sales
are forecast to be up low-single digits
percent.

Sales 2016 2015 Change 2016 2015 Change

Off-Road Vehicles/Snowmobiles 923,389 1,193,514 (23)% 2,452,525 2,846,901 (14)%

Motorcycles 183,193 188,679 (3)% 602,762 535,699 13%

Global Adjacent Markets 78,485 73,807 6% 243,553 231,072 5%

Total Sales 1,185,067 1,456,000 (19)% 3,298,840 3,613,672 (9)%

Gross profit

Off-Road Vehicles/Snowmobiles 231,323 388,542 (40)% 670,982 927,803 (28)%

% of sales 25.1% 32.6% -750 bps 27.4% 32.6% -523 bps

Motorcycles 21,164 28,424 (26)% 89,841 73,236 23%

% of sales 11.6% 15.1% -351 bps 14.9% 13.7% +123bps

Global Adjacent Markets 21,828 21,200 3% 66,163 61,987 7%

% of sales 27.8% 28.7% -91 bps 27.2% 26.8% +34 bps

Corporate (13,545) (22,543) (34,135) (34,258)

Total gross profit 260,770 415,623 (37)% 792,851 1,028,768 (23%)

in thousands US $ 2016 2015 2016 2015
Sales 1,185,067 1,456,000 3,298,840 3,613,672
Cost of sales 924,297 1,040,377 2,505,989 2,584,904
Gross profit 260,770 415,623 792,851 1,028,76

Operating expenses:
Selling and marketing 89,751 91,169 244,812 240,510
Research and development 47,568 44,432 136,256 124,726
General and administrative 85,257 56,411 219,403 157,898
Total operating expenses 222,576 192,012 600,471 523,134
Income from financial services 19,195 19,065 59,155 51,345
Operating income 57,389 242,676 251,535 556,979

Net income $32,312 $155,173 $150,367 $344,679

THREE MONTHS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30 NINE MONTHS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30

THIRD QUARTER PERFORMANCE SUMMARY (in thousands US $)

Charlotte, NC based Paul Aiken,
owner of parts and accessory
manufacturing business
Aeromach, has joined the 200
mph Club on a Ted Rich
prepared Turbo Hyabusa. The
run came at the Mojave
Magnum event, held on
October 8 & 9 at Mojave Air
and Space Port in California -
the run of 202.4 mph in the
mile and a half course “was
achieved after correcting the
GPS speedometer. It had been
set on kilometers per hour,
reducing my first run to just 107
mph.” Stick to CNC mills Paul!

The attendance at this year’s Sturgis
Rally was expected to be down after
2015’s 75th anniversary event, but
at -37 percent (463,412 estimated
attendees; 739,000 estimated in
2015) it was the lowest traffic count
in 25 years, according to the South
Dakota Department of
Transportation. Another measure
used locally to gauge attendance is
the volume of garbage shifted during
the Rally – this year the city says it
hauled 537 tons (down from 812
tons in 2015!). At only 2.32 lbs per
visitor, it sounds to us like a lot of
people are heading home with a
whole pile of crap – but then, isn’t
that what the rallies are for
anyway?!

September saw Royal Enfield
CEO Siddartha Lal open his
company’s new North American
headquarters and flagship
showroom in a stylishly
converted brownstone in
downtown Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Flanked by former
Harley man Rod Copes and
phalanx of ex Bar ‘n’ Shielders,
the one-time British brand was
founded two years earlier than
Harley, and has seen production
rise from around 50,000 units a
year in 2010 to an expected
650,000 by the end of their
current fiscal.

The United States Motorsports
Association (USMA) and Indiana
University Purdue University are to
conduct the first-ever nationwide
economic impact study of
motorsports in the United States. The
Motorsports Impact Report (MIR) is
slated to demonstrate the billions in
economic impacts and other benefits
competitive racing provides. In
addition to economic figures the
report will include additional
motorsports benefits such as Military
Innovations, STEM Education, Charity
Contributions, USA Made Products,
and Small Businesses as they relate
to Motorsports in the U.S.

NEWS
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2017 Drag Specialties
Victory & Indian catalog
Following the success of its
first such offering, Drag
Specialties has moved to
release an updated and
expanded 2017 catalog of
parts and accessory fitments
for Victory and Indian
Motorcycle models.
The company says that “the
Victory and Indian V-twin
market is running strong,
and the 2017 Drag
Specialties/Parts Unlimited
parts and accessories
catalog is ready to help
your dealership meet the
demand.
“We’ve expanded our catalog to
include even more parts and
accessories from the top
brands; everything from custom

exhausts to seats,
windshields and more.”
www.dragspecialties.com

The Motorcycle Industry Council (MIC)
is making “common cause” with
several other outdoor recreation
groups in establishing an Outdoor
Recreation Industry Roundtable as a
lobby platform to call attention to the
collective breadth and positive impact
that the recreation and outdoor
industry sectors have on the U.S.
economy.
Representing nearly 90 percent of the
outdoor economy, it is claimed that the
outdoor  recreat ion industry
contributes approximately $646
billion per year to Gross Domestic
Product, which is about 4 percent of
the entire U.S. economy.
The Roundtable says it is dedicated to
working alongside President-elect
Trump and his administration to grow
jobs and ensure all Americans have the
opportunity to enjoy the outdoors.
Initiatives the group will focus on
include growing diverse participation,

expanding access and promoting
conservation. The Roundtable wrote to
the Trump administration in November
outlining strategic efforts it will pursue
on behalf of the outdoor industry. The
letter included a call to establish an
Outdoor Recreational Business
Roundtable as a White House Level
Advisory Group.
Outdoor industries involved in the
Roundtable include recreational
vehicles (RVs), boating, angling,
hunting, camping, archery, shooting
sports, towable and motorized
recreational vehicles, powersports and
outdoor equipment gear, and apparel.
In addition to the MIC, other involved
organizations include the American
Recreation Coalition, International
Snowmobi le  Manufacturers
Association, National Marine
Manufacturers Association, Outdoor
Industry Association, Recreational Off-
Highway Vehicle Association, National
RV Dealers Association, Recreational
Vehicle Industry Association and
Specialty Vehicle Institute of America.

MIC to represent
powersports on
newly formed
Outdoor Recreation
Industry Roundtable
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NAMZ front turn signal
extension harness kits

Clutch kit for 2017 FLs
One of the latest additions to the huge range of Harley-
Davidson clutch kits by Californian specialist Barnett is this

direct-fit upgrade clutch kit for the 2017 FL Touring models.
It features Barnett’s segmented Kevlar friction plates, which
are designed for more oil flow, longer life and smoother clutch
operation. Also included are a set of tempered steel drive
plates and a set of three heavy duty clutch springs.
All kits are quality checked for exact stack height prior to
packaging to guarantee proper fit and optimal performance.
These kits are made in-house by Barnett.

BARNETT CLUTCHES & CABLES
Ventura, California, USA
Tel: 805 642 9435
info@barnettclutches.com
www.barnettclutches.com

Serrated floorboards
These mini serrated floorboards are made by
Joker Machine at their Lake Havasu City,
Arizona facility and designed to match
their popular serrated floorboards. They
can be used either as rider or passenger
boards with an overall size and
functionality that makes them “great for
any application.” 
They fit most models with standard HD
male-tab footpeg mounts. CNC-machined
from 6061 billet aluminum, they are a
strong but lightweight 2-piece construction,
serrated for exceptional grip with 360-degree
footpeg adjustment and pitch adjustment screw for
a level riding position. Available in hard black
anodized or raw aluminum finish, they measure 5”
long, 3” wide and 0.0675” thick.

JOKER MACHINE
Lake Havasu City, Arizona, USA
Tel: 909 596 9690
sales@jokermachine.com
www.jokermachine.com

Essential when installing taller handlebars, these front
turn signal extension harness kits from NAMZ are
intended for front turn signals mounted on handlebar
switch housings. With no crimping necessary, they are a
simple ‘plug-and-play’ installation, available in 4”, 8”,
12” and 15” versions.
Also seen here, NAMZ’ OEM-type ECM connector kit
includes the 36-pin connector, strain relief, retainer
lock, seal, zip-tie and terminals.
Easy to use, just unplug the
factory harness and install the
NAMZ replacement. 

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com
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Variable pressure
clutch fits M-8 Tourers
A year ago, Huntington Beach, California based
clutch specialist AIM Corp introduced upgrades for
the Harley-Davidson A&S (Assist and Slip) 3-stud
style clutch.
Now the company has confirmed that its (Variable
Pressure) VP-SDR fits on 2017 Touring models
without any modifications. All Harley’s 2017 Tourers
are fitted with the A&S clutch as stock, and the
clearance between the clutch component and the
derby cover is less than on previous models.
However, said at the time of its introduction to be the
first sliding lock-up system in the industry and
featuring a new sliding weight design, the VP-SDR is
said to fit right in.
AIM say that the centrifugal force of the sliding
weights creates 105 lbs extra clamping pressure at
4000 rpm, creating up to 40% more clamping force
and 120-130 lbs extra clamping pressure at high
rpms, making an easier clutch pull option available -
up to 30% lighter during low rpms - that handles
over 105 ft-lbs of torque with AIM's softer orange

springs installed, and for a street performance option
it handles 120 ft-lbs torque with the OEM 2013 and
up CVO springs.
With AIM's replacement performance clutch coil
spring kit for 2013 and later Harley 3-stud style A&S
clutches, it handles up to 155 ft-lbs torque; the
performance coil springs are rated at being able to
handle 360 lbs of pressure and said to be 35 percent
stronger than the stock springs.
The slider weights are designed to fit behind stock
103” and 110" derby covers and easily installed, in
just 10 minutes or so, through the derby cover
without needing to remove the primary cover – no
modifications are needed.
The kit contains the VP-SDR lock-up head and
mounting hardware; performance clutch coil spring
kit available separately. It fits '13 and later CVO 110
inch models, '13 and later Tri-Glides and Free
Wheelers, '15  and later Ultra Limited Low and
Electra Glide Classic Low models, and '15 and later
110 inch Softails.

AIM CORP
Huntington Beach, California, USA
Tel: 714 848 3030
info@aim-tamachi.com
www.aim-tamachi.com

Hollister, California based custom seats
manufacturer Corbin says it has “created incredible
comfort gains in three different saddle styles that
look great on the 2016 H-D Slim.”
Now available is a Dual Touring saddle with optional
backrests, a Classic Solo saddle with passenger
pillion and optional rider backrest, along with ‘The
Wall’ solo saddle.
The company says that “generously contoured
platforms eliminate hot spots and centralized

pressure that causes discomfort. On the inside, our
exclusive Comfort Cell foam material gives firm
support that conforms to your body. As an added bit
of luxury, we offer the option of electric seat heaters”
(not available on ‘The Wall’). 

CORBIN 
Hollister, California, USA
Tel: 831 634 1100
www.corbin.com

‘Reaper’ cams choices for Evo engines
Popular for years for Twin Cams, Californian
performance parts specialist
Feuling has now made
‘Reaper’ brand
performance cams
available for 1984 –
1999 Evo engines.
Three grinds – the
518s, the 543s and
the 594s – are all
said to “produce
more power and
torque in the
riding rpm range,
increasing throttle
response, acceleration
and fuel mileage.” Features of
these USA made, dyno proven and
track tested additions to the Feuling
range include wide lobe separations for
wide power bands, smooth camshaft lobe
ramps that are easier on valve train
components and eliminate excessive valve
train noise and wear.

The 518s can be used with stock valve
springs, pushrods and lifters and will also

respond well with increased
compression and cylinder head
work and a performance exhaust
and air cleaner. A direct bolt-in
replacement for Evo engines,
they deliver in the 1,650 - 5,500
rpm power range.
The 543s are recommended for
(but not limited to) increased

compression, cylinder head
work and performance

exhaust applications;
increased
compression is
required for
bottom end
performance;
performance
lifters
recommended,

although not
required, but they do

require performance valve springs.
They deliver in the 2,200 - 5,950 rpm power
range; will work with factory pushrods on
engines with factory stack-up; if deck
height, cylinders or rocker boxes have been
modified from stock, then adjustable
pushrods are required.
Finally, the 594s for a 2,500 - 6,400 rpm
power range are the most aggressive grind
offered. Performance exhaust and intake/air
cleaner upgrades are also required, as are
performance valve springs, performance
lifters, adjustable pushrods, increased
compression and cylinder head work. 

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

2016 Softail Slim seat collection 
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The OptiMate 3 charger from TecMate was originally
designed in 1994, but a process of continual
updating has meant that it still retains all the features
that made it so popular over 20 years ago, but with
all the modern features that have become available
since.
Now available as a multi-bank charger, those original
features include the unique maintenance mode that
works on sealed AGM and GEL as well as flooded
batteries and allows 24-7-365 maintenance.
Tested by Honda Motor Company, they concluded
that TecMate’s inter-active charge method of 30
minutes maintenance charging alternating with 30
minutes ‘rest’ (during which time the battery continues to be monitored) is ideal for all their lead-

acid batteries. 
The original self-discharge test remains, checking if
that battery can hold more than 50% charge;
warning the rider if not. Recognizing that it could
well be the vehicle itself drawing the battery down,
OptiMate continues to provide charge to the battery,
to prevent it from being drained completely! 
The unique professional level ability to recover a
sulphated battery that won’t accept and hold charge
remains a key OptiMate feature, doing so
automatically without any user intervention. At the
same time ‘smart circuits’ are built in to prevent this
feature kicking-in if vehicle wiring is detected -
completely discharged batteries have the best
chance of recovery if taken off the vehicle.

For dealers who want to prepare and keep batteries
fresh for sale at the counter, or for customers with
multiple vehicles, the Dual bank and Quad bank
models offer great features and value for money,
according to TecMate. Each bank works like an
independent OptiMate 3 - you can even charge
series-connected batteries as the banks are
electrically isolated from each other.  
OptiMate 3 features are trusted by many OEMS,
including the companies that globally co-brand this
model, such as Honda, Triumph, Moose Utility
Division and Drag Specialties. 

TECMATE
Tienen, BELGIUM
Tel: +32 (0)16 805440
www.tecmate.com

OptiMate 3 now available
as a multi-bank

http://www.beltdrives.com
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Fehling accessories for
late-model Dynas

Well known German accessories manufacturer
Fehling offers dealers access to one of the largest
handlebar, engine guard and protection parts,
luggage racks and related parts ranges in the
industry. 
We recently showed their new TÜV approved ‘Z’ bars,
made in 1” (25.4 mm) outer diameter steel tubing
and available in a choice of heights. Fehling
specialize in anything that involves tube bending,
and seen here is a selection of their accessories for
Harley’s late-model Dyna Low Rider (FXDL), 2015
and up, available in chrome and black, including a
one piece 38mm square-form engine guard for the
DGX; smaller shape and conical form model-specific
38mm tube design for the Dyna Fat Bob; baggage
holders for the Street Bob and rear racks for all the

Dynas, plus a sissybar with back-pad and carrier.
Fehling design and make all their own products in-
house at their factory near Dortmund in Germany.
Founded in 1945 as specialist metal forming and
processing engineers, the company specializes in
motorcycle parts, currently employs around 25
people and is still in the founder’s family ownership.

ERNST FEHLING GMBH & CO
Wickede (Ruhr), GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)2377 2033
info@fehling.de
www.fehling.de

Rear rack Baggage
holder

Protection
guard

Driver sissy
bar with pad
and carrier

10-gauge frame
grilles
Machined from billet
aluminum, these 10-
gauge frame grilles
from Ness Enterprises
are said to “add style
and take the eyes
away from the
unfinished looking
areas of the stock
frame on selected
’09 – ’16 Tourers.
With a wide range
of matching
accessories
available (such
as floorboards,
grips, latch
covers and
more), they
protect the front
cylinder from
road debris.
An easy bolt-on installation, they are
available in chrome or black and ship with
all necessary chrome hardware.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

http://www.airfxusa.com
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BLU TPMS tire pressure monitoring
system to herald a new era in
motorcycle information monitoring?
Best known for its “top shelf” accessory-
holding touring hard bag organizers and
internal lights, Corona, California based
Advanced Accessory Concepts is offering
the BLU TPMS – an air pressure and
temperature monitoring sensor with either
easy-install external sensors or
professionally installed internal units.
Described as high quality O.E.M. grade
units, they are low-energy Bluetooth (BLE)
sensors that monitor the pressure and
temperature parameters, communicating
this information to their free iOS or
Android mobile app – providing near real-

time monitoring and alerts.
Of itself the BLU TPMS is a great and
relatively inexpensive product. However,
the technology that has made it possible is
of potentially widespread significance. The
BLU TPMS design uses a wireless personal

area network technology – “Bluetooth
Smart” - that provides considerably
reduced power consumption and cost
while maintaining a similar communication
range to that delivered by “Bluetooth
Classic”.
Many sectors of commerce, including the
leisure industry, and not least
motorcycling, are likely to see BLE having a
big impact in the future.
Originally introduced under the name
Wibree by Nokia in 2006, BLE was merged
into the main Bluetooth standard in 2010;

mobile operating systems such as
iOS, Android and others
natively support Bluetooth
Smart. The Bluetooth SIG
(Special Interest Group)
predicts that by 2018 more
than 90 percent of

Bluetooth-enabled
smartphones will support Bluetooth Smart.
Officially unveiled and re-branded as
Bluetooth 5 on June 16, 2016 at a media
event in London, it is reported that
Bluetooth 5 will double the range,
quadruple the speed, and provide an eight-
fold increase in data broadcasting capacity
of low energy Bluetooth transmissions
compared to Bluetooth 4 – making it ideal
for the home and mobile audio markets
and all domestic, personal close proximity
and static wireless LAN monitoring
requirement.

ADVANCE ACCESSORY CONCEPTS
Corona, California, USA
Tel: 951 339 1460
www.aacbrands.com

The 30-Daddy by
Ridewright Wheels
Californian specialist Ridewright Wheels has
introduced the 30-Daddy – a lighter look 30 fat
spoke design for “customers wanting to have a little
more air and light show through a fat spoke wheel.
“Some tastes and styles call for a leaner, cleaner
look,” says Ridewright founder/owner Sam Wakim.
“Given that everything needed to make a solid wheel

is in-house at the shop, the call was simply answered
and prototypes were built, tested and proven. The
design is now released to the market.”
A light ABS compatible version of the original Fat
Daddy 50-spoke design that proved so popular years
back, it can be ordered with all the color, spoke style
and brake configuration options that Ridewright
offer with all their wheels. 
Available for Harley, Indian and Victory applications,
tubeless or tubed, with or without special seal; one-
off special project and custom treatments are also
available.

RIDEWRIGHT WHEELS
Anaheim, California, USA
Tel: 714 632 8297
sales@ridewrightwheels.com
www.ridewrightwheels.com 
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Pickard Bagger styling – it’s the
details that count
New from Richardson, Texas based
Pickard USA, this beat down
replacement inner fairing for 2013
and prior Road Glides features a
double din head unit mount, 6.5”
molded speaker pods and modified

glove box doors. 
Each fairing is “fitted to a stock outer
before shipping, so installation and mock-
up will be a breeze. As shown on this
fairing, we offer optional 6.5” speaker cut-
outs on the inner wall to give more sound.
Just let us know when ordering, so we can
pre-cut them before shipping. You’ll notice
we retain the majority of the glove box
space and include the doors pre-fit to each
fairing.” 
The hammer down replacement rear fender
is designed for 2008 and up Dyna Street

Bobs, Low Riders and Super Glides.  It
measures 8.5” in width and utilizes all the
stock mounting hardware for a true bolt-
on installation. 
The company says that it eliminated the
stock ridge that runs down the sides of the
fender and radiused the bottom edge to
match the radius of the tire. This gives it a
clean appearance that flows with the lines
of the bike – all the unnecessary holes
have been shaved and it sits about 1.5”
lower compared to a stock fender. 
It has been designed with a stock length
12” shock to give it a slammed look with
enough tire to fender clearance -
traditional slammed fenders kill the ride
quality with a shorter and stiffer rear
shock. 
Also seen here, the 2013 and prior raked
Street Glide fairing corrects the headlight

angle on a 26 or 30 inch short neck kit on
big wheel baggers. “The first thing you’ll
notice is that we took the ‘squareness’ out
of the headlight area and gave it a
smooth, rounded contour to flow with the
headlight and the rest of the fairing. We
also added a brow to the edge, which is
about an inch longer than stock. This gives
the fairing a streamlined appearance and
complements the rounded nose. 
“Below the headlight, we molded in the
lower skirt, which eliminates the need to
modify the stock one. It’s been arched in
the center for maximum fender clearance,
designed with front air ride in mind. We’ve
eliminated all the headaches of stretching
the stock fairing for the short neck kits.”
Finally, for those who would prefer the
look of the ‘09 and up factory strut covers
on an ‘08 and prior bagger, Pickard’s
smooth strut covers mount to the stock
frame and hide the exposed struts on each

side of the rear fender.  They’re made of
high quality composite and can be painted
to match the rear fender for a finished
look. 
They come pre-drilled for simple
installation and allow the stock tourpack
and backrest docking hardware to be used;
extended rear end packages
are separately available to
complement this kit.

PICKARD USA
Richardson, Texas, USA
Tel: 972 231 1298
info@pickardusa.com
www.pickardusa.com

Hammer-down replacement
rear fender

Raked Street
Glide fairing

Smooth strut covers

No-nonsense
‘Pursuit’ grips
and pegs 
Brunswick, Ohio based Lowbrow Customs say that
their ‘Pursuit’ grips, footpegs and shifter pegs “do
not try to look like something they aren’t - they are
not made to intimidate with spikes or skulls, or to
harken the sense of an unrelated era or motif. They
perform the job they were intended to do without
calling undue attention to themselves.”
Form follows function, and the heavy knurling

ensures grip and a stable platform, so feet aren’t
slipping off the pegs. They are machined out of solid
aluminum or brass and “guaranteed to handle all the
miles thrown at them.”
The right-side Pursuit grip serves as a grip and
throttle tube all in one and can be used with single
or dual cable set-ups and with whichever throttle
housing is chosen. The left-hand grip is held on with
three small set screws and can be tightened and

locked in place with the included Allen wrench. The
male clevis of the Pursuit footpegs bolt right in place
of rider and passenger pegs on Harley-Davidsons.
The shifter peg fits Harley-Davidson motorcycles and
any others that feature a shifter that accepts 1/4-28
threads. 

LOWBROW CUSTOMS
Brunswick, Ohio, USA
Tel: 885 456 9276
sales@lowbrowcustoms.com
www.lowbrowcustoms.com

Beat-down replacement inner fairing for 2013
and prior Road Glides
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New brands and products from Zodiac
Italian made MCJ 
adjustable exhausts
Zodiac International has added these new adjustable
E-approved MCJ brand slip-ons made in Italy by Jose
Marini. The adjustable exhaust valve allows you to
tune the sound of the bike, but then return it to the
stock, legal settings. These exhausts come complete

with a manually operated adjusting lever that can be
installed on the handlebar or below the tank.
Electrically operated adjusting motors with a key fob
style remote control are available as an option. 
They are available as slip-ons in chrome or black,
with additional end cap styles for Harley Street
models, Sportsters, Dynas, Softails, V-Rods and
Touring models; (2-into-1s also available for selected
models).

Aquatic Factory replacement
stereos for Tourers
Now available from Zodiac, this “high-end” plug and
play replacement for the OEM stereo on 1996 thru
2013 Touring models fits the OEM mounting location
and installs with the OEM wiring harness, including
handlebar controls. 
These units are IP55 rated, fully waterproof and
feature detachable face plates that cover a
compartment big enough to store a Smartphone up
to the size of a Samsung Galaxy Note or iPhone 6
Plus. Both the standard and DeLuxe versions support
Bluetooth and MP3, have AM with 12 presets and
FM radio with 18 presets, USB device charging, a 3”
screen, a powerful 288 Watt amplifier, 3.5mm stereo
jack and stereo pair RCA inputs, Bass/Treble and
Balance/Fader. 
The Standard version has a monochrome DOT matrix
LCD display; the DeLuxe version has a full color
screen with album artwork display and direct
connection options for iPhone and iPod. Additional
features include USB input, iPod and iPhone
navigation, DSP EQ and loudness control, plus a light
in the storage compartment.

Extended XL and Dyna 
mid-controls 

These kits position the feet 2” (5cm) further forward
than the stock mid-mounts. Installation retains the
original equipment or accessory pegs, brake and shift
linkage. The kits contain left and right foot peg
mounting brackets, brake and shift lever and
installation hardware and are available in chrome 
or black.

Engine Equator for Dynas
and Tourers

The Engine Equator allows correction of chassis
misalignment on all Dyna and 2009 thru 2016
Touring models. It replaces the OEM engine bracket
and features slotted holes for the motor mount bolts
and hash marks for exact alignment. The Engine
Equator for Touring models also features an
adjustable link for increased stability.

Halo 7” LED headlight unit

This E-approved LED headlight unit features
high and low beam and halo circle for daylight
running, city or parking light. It comes complete
with external ballast and connector for the 3

post H4 connector, as well as the 2013-up H13-style
connector. The maximum power draw is only 45
Watts and it fits most 7” headlight units, but can also
be installed without a housing. The ballast measures
65mm x 32mm x 26mm, and the unit fits housings
with a minimal depth of 70mm. 

EU approved S&S Stealth air
cleaners
These S&S Stealth air cleaner kits deliver all the
performance of the S&S design, including the air
directional “stinger” cone in the filter, hidden under
the stock Twin Cam air cleaner cover; they are EU
approved and come with the required approval
documents. Sportster models can get the same

performance kick, but won’t be able to use their
stock covers.
Also available, stylish S&S air cleaner covers such as
the Airstream – an increased airflow update of the
classic S&S teardrop; several minimalistic billet
covers in a choice of black or chrome that leave the
air filter element and back plate exposed for a high
performance look and boost as well; and the
‘Muscle’, which uses miniature hood pins similar to
those that held the hoods down on the muscle cars
of the late Sixties and early Seventies.
The Stealth air cleaner is designed with the back
plate as a bolt-on part with minimal fasteners and
assembly required. It has no shims, no breather lines,
and internal hardware that is locked in place so that
it can’t come loose and be ingested into the motor.
Because S&S designed the stinger section of the air
filter to be a separate piece from the element,
replacement of the washable filter is more affordable
if it ever needs to be changed. 
An optional rain cover is also available; other air
cleaner covers using a 5/16” central mounting bolt
may fit over the S&S Stealth air cleaner. They are
available for 2007 and up XL 883/1200; 103CI Dyna
and Softail models with cable throttle or throttle-by-
wire; 110CI Dyna and Softail models with cable
throttle or throttle-by-wire.

ZODIAC INTERNATIONAL BV
Mijdrecht, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)297 288 621
sales@zodiac.nl
www.zodiac.nl
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January 28-29, 2017  
For most of the United States, this is not prime riding season, this is the time 
when dealers are prepping for the season and finalizing builds, upgrades, etc.
Manufacturers, designers, and builders come to release new products 
and catalogs. Most offer show specials and are ready to ship new products 
to your door.
Event date does not conflict with major industry events or rallies.

There are more V-twin dealers within 500 miles of Cincinnati than any 
other U.S. location.
Cincinnati serves as an airport hub, has hosted the V-Twin Expo 
for 15 years and delivers world-class hospitality, easy walks between hotels 
and the convention center via enclosed skyways.
Lodging, dining, and entertainment are all conveniently close and 
economically feasible for small and large businesses alike.

TIMING

LOCATION

Beat your competition to market! Attend to experience and see the latest, 
all new products, plus attendees also have access to pre-season ordering 
options and show specials from most vendors. 
Dealers come to establish relationships with suppliers and acquire 
products that best serve their customers’ needs.
The V-Twin Expo is for pre-screened V-twin suppliers and dealers.
Every exhibitor is focused on and involved in the V-twin industry.
Exhibitors offer show specials with special pricing, selection, and shipping 
available exclusively to attendees.

WHY DEALERS ATTEND

http://www.vtwin-expo.com
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• Double digit 
dealer attendance 

growth in 2016

• Key exhibitor seminars 
available

• 30+ New Exhibitors 
in 2016

http://www.vtwin-expo.com
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Andreani DB4 suspension
dynamometer
Taking the concept of suspension diagnostics to
another level, Italian suspension specialist
Andreani’s DB4 is a new generation professional
dynamometer, optimized for suspension testing of
motorcycles, cars and mountain bikes. 
Thanks to the powerful 4kW AC-Motor, it allows you
to test shock absorbers and forks in a wide range of
speed and loads, choosing between several stroke
settings. 
Its advanced features allow any suspension operator
to visualize a real time shock and fork load vs velocity
graph, compare different click settings and valving
options, measure dynamic suspension parameters
and detect any operating anomalies. 
The DB4 includes a state-of-the-art, real-time
dedicated controller board that ensures a stable and
reliable automation and deterministic data
acquisition. The software provides an intuitive
graphical user interface for data acquisition and
simple but powerful tools for suspension analysis. It
is compatible with the most common operating
systems, and, as it is plug-and-play, does not require
a dedicated laptop. 
The graphs and numerical outputs of the software
and its sophisticated algorithms allows you to fully

define and characterize the suspension’s state of
tune using peak velocity, load displacement and
instantaneous velocity graphs. In addition to the
viscous response of the suspension, the suspension
dyno also provides gas preload, mean gas-spring
rate and static friction outputs. 
Custom versions of the software can include
hysteresis analysis, dissipated energy and damping
coefficient calculations. 

ANDREANI GROUP INTERNATIONAL
Pesaro (PU), ITALY
Tel: +39 (0)721 209021
info@andreanigroup.com
www.andreanigroup.com

GMA calipers
for 2017

GMA, a BDL subsidiary, offers dealers access
to an exclusive program of touring, sport,
performance and custom brake calipers that
“reflect the parent company’s reputation
for unsurpassed American craftsmanship
and superior performance.”
Designed and manufactured at the BDL
factory in Southern California, these “high-
performance billet calipers are
CNC-machined to mil-spec tolerances from
superior quality materials to fit most
factory and custom applications. Attention
to detail, precise fit, solid stopping power
and real reliability are the BDL/GMA
hallmarks, and these calipers come with
over 30 years of experience craftsmanship
behind them.
“Sleek lines and flawless finish on both the
black and chrome finish options make for a
visually stunning upgrade.” They are
available for single and dual disc
applications and supplied with mounting
hardware. 

BELT DRIVES LTD
Anaheim, California, USA
Tel: 714 693 1313
info@beltdrives.com
www.beltdrives.com
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‘Floating Fender’ springers
and pre-2000 40-spoke
wheels

These “cool and cost-effective” replacement 40-spoke disc brake wheel assemblies for
pre-2000 Timken bearing front and rear disc brake applications feature red or black
powder-coated rims with appropriate chrome hub, cap and chrome spokes

Nearly four decades of experience go into Paughco’s
reproduction classic retro style springer front ends. The company
currently offers over 90 different stock and custom application
variations to fit just about any year and model

With nearly four decades of experience behind them,
Paughco need no introduction when it comes to
manufacturing reproduction classic retro style
springer front ends.
The company currently offers over 90 different stock
and custom application variations to fit just about
any year and model. Available in wide and narrow
styles, in a variety of lengths, with or without shocks,
they can be used with ‘Dog Bone ‘risers or Glide style
top clamps. 
Recently they have introduced a design that
incorporates their unique “floating fender” assembly
- in show quality chrome or new gloss black powder-
coat finish. 
Also seen here, these affordable replacement 40-
spoke disc brake wheel assemblies are described as
offering a “cool and cost-effective” solution with
powder-coated rims for pre-2000 Timken bearing
front and rear disc brake applications. 
Available in gloss red and black, they come complete

with appropriate chrome hub, cap and chrome
spokes. Front wheels for Narrow Glide forks measure
21” x 2.15”and fit 1984-1999 machines and
Paughco springers. Wide Glide models come in
21”x2.15” and 16”x3”. 
Wide packages are offered for single disc Dyna Wide
Glide, FX Softails (except springer) and 4-speed
FXWG models from 1984-1999.  Standard rear disc
wheels come in 16”x3” and custom wide models are
16” and 18”x5.50”. These wheels fit Sportster and
Big Twin machines (except touring models) from
1973-1999. Rears accept 180/200 wide tires, and
the sprocket/pulley side flange is moved out .875”
for clearance. 

PAUGHCO
Carson City, Nevada, USA
Tel: 775 246 5738
info@paughco.com
www.paughco.com

http://www.darkhorsecrankworks.com
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TBR Comp Series for M-8 FL Baggers
Californian exhaust manufacturer TBR (Two Brothers
Racing) is claiming a low end 5 hp gain with its newly
announced hand-crafted Comp Series exhaust
systems tuned for Road King, Road Glide and
Switchback. 
The systems are hand-crafted and TIG welded by
hand in the USA, and the H-D FL Touring dual slip-
on is available in chrome or ceramic black. 
Said to be “tuned for maximum performance,”

features include straight-back style design and
carbon fiber end cap. Available chrome plated or in
ceramic black for FLD, FLHR, FLHX, FLHXS, FLHTCU,
FLTR, FLTRXS.

TWO BROTHERS RACING
Santa Ana, California, USA
Tel: 714 550 6070
www.twobros.com

All new 490
sport series

BDL ‘Quiet Clutch’ and
pressure plate upgrades
Californian manufacturer BDL recently unveiled an
all new, totally enclosed primary drive that now
features the company’s “revolutionary quiet clutch”.
Available as a conversion or retro fit for Softail, FXR
and Shovelhead models, this “exceptionally smooth
and ultra-quiet new system is manufactured with
Kevlar on round dog aluminum plates to significantly
reduce clutch rattling. 
“A unique basket carries 12 cylindrical, replaceable
clutch dogs providing silky smooth transition,
enhanced longevity and unimpeded performance.”
Each kit includes a polished billet aluminum pressure
plate secured by 9 shoulder bolts and specially

designed springs. Shipped with BDL’s “bullet proof”
Kevlar belt, this easily installed kit provides “butter-
smooth operation and flawless performance.” Each
enclosed kit is supplied with a sealed bearing for
installation in the inner primary. 
Also seen here is a pair of newly redesigned pressure
plates that “noticeably improve positive feel at the
lever and ensure a flawless release onto the clutch
pack and enhanced lock-up.”
Available as upgrades for 1990-up open belt drive
kits using the standard cable system and 2014-up
drives with the stock hydraulic clutch, they can be
adapted to the 1990 and up BDL belt drive kits that
use their previously standard pressure plates.
Upgraded plates require the use of a new diaphragm
spring and two additional shoulder bolts; for those
who don’t think they need the entire kit, the plates,
spring and collar are available individually.  

BELT DRIVES LTD
Anaheim, California, USA
Tel: 714 693 1313
info@beltdrives.com
www.beltdrives.com

These new BDL pressure plates are available as
upgrades for 1990-up open belt drive kits using
the standard cable system and 2014-up drives
with the stock hydraulic clutch; they can be
adapted to the 1990 and up BDL belt drive kits
that use their previously standard pressure plates

Silent running - featuring BDL’s “revolutionary Quiet Clutch”, this totally enclosed primary drive is
available as a conversion or retro fit for Softail, FXR and Shovelhead models. Manufactured with Kevlar
on round dog aluminum plates, the unique basket design carries 12 cylindrical, replaceable clutch dogs.
Each kit includes a polished billet aluminum pressure plate secured by 9 shoulder bolts and specially
designed springs

Progressive Suspension has launched a new
line of what the company describes as a
“true sport performance shock at heart
with an unbelievable low cost.”
Their new 490 Sport Series shocks feature a
high-pressure mono-tube with “deflective
disc” damping technology, hand-threaded
preload and a rebound adjustment.
“This technology, coupled with a linear rate
spring, allows for consistent feel through
the damper stroke and the ability to
withstand extreme temperature ranges and
heavy loads. An engineered jounce bumper
with a built-in metal cup also helps smooth
out and control bottoming.”
Fitments include H-D Sportster, Dyna, V-Rod,
Touring and Triumph Bonneville and
Thruxton series models.

PROGRESSIVE SUSPENSION
La Palma, California, USA
Tel: 877 690 7411
info@progressivesuspension.com
www.progressivesuspension.com

www.AMDchampionship.com
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Wuerzburg, Germany based W&W Cycles
offers dealers access to a large program of
fiberglass replacement and custom
conversion body styling parts made by Kent
Riches’ Air-Tech Streamling at Vista,
California.
The Cafe Racer cowl shown here is for
Sportsters from 1957 and up, and is a
reproduction of the original XLCR cowl design
by Willie G. Davidson; they are made for
universal use, so installation will require
custom fitting. Cowl and clear or smoke
acrylic shield are sold separately.
The XR750 style dirt track tanks for
Sportsters are designed to look like those on
Jay Springsteen XR750 dirt track race bike.
These fiberglass reproduction parts are

universal use and designed after the factory’s
race department components. Since XR750
frames had a very narrow 1” tube backbone
tube, the original XR750 tank would not fit
onto the stock Sportster frame (1.65”), so the
Air-Tech tanks feature a redesigned tunnel to
fit standard 1957 and up Sportster frames.
The matching seat and fender combination
tail section features a taillight bracket and is
designed to fit the tapered Sportster frame
perfectly. A slot cut in the recessed mounting
point at the front allows it to slide
underneath the stock seat mount on the
frame. Two bolts through the rear fender
mount struts complete the mounting process.
Designed for the 1986-2003 Sportster, it will
also fit 2004 and up rubber-mount Sportsters,
but the stock fender struts will need to be
cut.

W&W CYCLES AG
Wuerzburg, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)931 250 61 16
sales@wwag.com
www.wwag.com

Cafe Racer Cowls
for Sportster

Cafe Racer Tank for
Sportster

Cafe Racer Tail Section

XR750 Style
Dirt Track
Tanks for
Sportster

XR750 Style
Dirttrack Tail

Sections

Air-Tech Cafe Racer and XR750
styling for Sportsters

http://www.dp-brakes.com


http://www.avongrips.com
http://www.pickardusa.com
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Bad Dad updates
Our thanks to ‘GG’ at MAG Connection in
Europe for news about a selection of the
Bagger parts and accessories they are
offering their dealers access to from the
extensive range of custom tourer parts
made by noted Fort Wayne, Indiana based
specialist Bad Dad.
Bad Dad's Classic Series chin spoiler is a
bolt-on part for all 1997-2016 Touring
models and fits with all OEM oil coolers.
This custom chin spoiler fits all wheels and
fender combinations from 16" - 30" wheels,
including both raked and non-raked bikes.
All mounting hardware is included.
These forward controls are custom-
machined from 6061 billet aluminum and
finished in black or chrome. The kit includes
the entire shift arm and brake arm
assemblies, custom inner shift arm, rider
floorboards and choice of passenger

floorboards or pegs – choice of custom
floorboard styles available for mix-and-
match install with any Bad Dad forward
controls.
Bad Dad’s speaker lid kit for Road Kings
and Softails “puts high-powered speakers
directly into the hard saddlebags on Road
Kings or Softails with easy music access

through the system’s Bluetooth controller.”
The complete kit includes speaker lids,
grilles, 200+ Watt speakers, 400 Watt amp,
wiring harness, Bluetooth controller, and all
mounting hardware and seals. Available
with or without LED taillights flush-
mounted into the speaker lid’s custom
bodyline.
Bad Dad’s Competition Series saddlebag
lids are seen here with flush-mounted LED
options built into the raised custom
bodyline. A direct bolt-on replacement lid
for any 1993-2016 models. Competition
Series lids ship with new weather-strips and
lid hardware included.

MAG CONNECTION
Paris, FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)8 20 82 01 11
gg@mag-online.com
www.mag-connection.com

Forward control kit with
choice of custom
floorboard styles

Classic Series
bolt-on chin
spoilers fit
with all OEM
oil-coolers

Competition Series saddlebag lids – seen here with lid speaker package for Road Kings and
Softails, with flush-mounted LED option built in to the raised custom body line
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Twin Power clutch kits
Tucker Rocky/Biker’s Choice
continues to add to its ‘Twin
Power’ product line. These new
U.S. made clutch kits are said to
“offer riders an affordable
option that provides
stellar performance,”
says James Simonelli,
Brand Manager for
Twin Power.
"We are excited to
add these clutch kits
to the Twin Power
line. They offer
smooth engagement,
stock-like fit, and

increased service life at a great
price point." 
Each high-performance kit
includes fiber and steel plates.
Extra plate kits also include a

15% stronger diaphragm spring
and increased surface area for
greater torque capacity. Race
proven friction material and
tempered steel drive plates are

utilized for excellent drivability
and long service life. 

TUCKER ROCKY
Fort Worth, Texas, USA
Tel: 817 258 9000
tuckerrocky@tuckerrocky.com
www.bikemaster.com

Vintage Knuckle
style cover
German manufacturer TTS has
expanded its vintage parts range to
match their spoked wheels with this
Knuckle style motor cover for Twin
Cam and Evo models.
Made of cast aluminum, it offers
improved heat dissipation as well as a
convincing vintage look. A direct
replacement for the stock rocker
cover, the original Harley rocker
armrests and shafts are retained. This

means fast and simple installation
and stock replacement fit - including
with all original FatBob tanks.
A matching kidney shaped vintage
style cam cover is also available.

T.T.S. MOTORCYCLE
Westerkappeln, GERMANY
Tel. +49 (0)5404 6394
info@wheelspoint.de
www.wheelspoint.de

2:2 systems with two-step crossover headers
Enlarged interconnected headers
from Khrome Werks are said to make
for improved horsepower and low-
end torque. They feature 1.75” to
1.875” high-flow 16-gauge stepped
primary headers with an obround
1.875” crossover; a 4” diameter 16-
gauge absorptive muffler with 2”
inlets with billeted tips and 2.50”,
220-degree 16-gauge heat shields.
The removable baffles are wrapped
in stainless steel wool and high-
temp fiberglass “for a rich, mellow
tone”. They have 18mm and 12mm

O² bungs welded into the primaries
and heavy-duty, AccuSeal reaction-
block header-to-muffler clamps
included.
Available in chrome, black or
Khrome Werks’ proprietary ‘Ecllipse’
finish - a high-temperature black
chrome electroplate.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com
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Vance & Hines
bolt-on 30+ HP
kit for Tourers

As a logical next stage in the evolution of
its recently unveiled ‘Raceshop’ engine
parts program, Californian performance
specialist Vance & Hines has introduced a
30+ HP kit for 2009 – 2016 Tourers that
does what it says on the can – delivers a 30
plus hp gain from bolt-on parts.
Central to the kit, of course, is a Vance &
Hines exhaust system, and for this kit the
company has selected oversized 450 slip-
ons in black, with carbon fiber end caps that
are exclusive to the 30+ HP kit, mated to
their Power dual head pipes (also in black).
Engine parts include a 575 camshaft,
adjustable pushrods, and a Vance & Hines
inscribed black timing cover.
At the front end of the process is a carbon
fiber VO2 air intake kit, and keeping all the
modifications in a state of balance and
harmony is a Vance & Hines Fuelpak FP3
with Raceshop mapping.
The development team behind the Vance &
Hines ‘Raceshop’ engine parts program is
the same one that builds 400 horsepower
Pro Stock engines. The company says that
the 30+ HP kit is “the result of assembling
the best selection of bolt-on components,
with the Fuelpak FP3 as the brains of the
kit, enabling these components to get the
most out of your motor.”

VANCE & HINES
Santa Fe Springs, California, USA
Tel: 562 921 7461
sales@vanceandhines.com
www.vanceandhines.com

Complete cam chest kits and
new black finish engines

S&S Cycle’s complete cam chest kits are said to
“combine all of the best components into one
perfectly matched package.”
The kits include cams, outer drive gears (or chain
tensioners) cam plate, tappets, oil pump, Quickee
pushrod kit and all bearings and gaskets needed for
installation.  The company says that “each part is
designed to work with everything around it and
creates optimum power and reliability for 1999 to

’16, and even many 2017 Harley-Davidson big twins
(except touring). 
“Multiple cam grinds as well as chain or gear drive
options mean we build a kit suited for the
performance demands of the specific motorcycle, so
all the components are designed to work together.” 
Also seen here, S&S Cycle has added some "dark
heart" to its engine program with S&S Black Edition
engines with a gloss black finish that are now
available in Dyna fitments with their Dyna install kit.
The engines are available for most 1984-2017
Harley-Davidson Big Twins in V111, V124, T111,
T124 and 143 cubic inch displacements.

S&S CYCLE INC.
Viola, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 627 1497
sscust@sscycle.com
www.sscycle.com

FLTR light
upgrades
Californian lights specialist Headwinds has
introduced this spotlight and turn signal kit, with
brackets to fit 2015 and up FLTR Road Glides. The
2” spotlights and 1-3/8” turn signals are stock
replacements available chrome plated, black
anodized or in polished aluminum finish. 

Headwinds; USA; www.headwinds.com
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Kellermann bullet light upgrades
Award-winning German lighting specialist Kellermann,
originators of the bar-end indicator and bullet light
concepts, are now offering the Bullet 1000 PL – a front
indicator with integral position light from the very
successful Bullet 1000 series – now also available with
white light rings.
The Bullet 1000 PL, with yellow position light and a
distinctly and classically American character, is already a
big success in the Harley scene. But many motorcycle
riders also expressed interest in a version with white light
rings. This more European style position light
complements the conventional white light of the main
headlight. 
Inventor Guido Kellermann says “lights are always a
question of personal taste, and we are happy to respond
to customer demand with the introduction of the Bullet
1000 PL white version.”
The Bullet 1000 with position light offers yellow or white
park/marker lights in different materials and
colors/finishes. Additionally, the Bullet PL white has the
European ECE approval R6/R7 and therefore can be
mounted on motorcycles and other vehicles, for example
classic and custom cars, roadsters and hot rods.

The Bullet 1000 PL white is an indicator with an
integrated position light in the shape of a continuous
white light ring. 
One unique and uniquely useful feature of the Bullet
1000 PL is that when the indicator is activated, the
position light is temporarily switched off to allow greater
indicator visibility. Shortly after the indicator stops, the
position light is activated again with the same fast
response time built-in to Kellermann’s Bullet 1000
Extreme.
The position lights can be mounted either on the original
park/marker light base or connected to the dashboard
light of the motorcycle.
Kellermann launched the unique LED indicator series
Bullet 1000 two years ago. Guided by the motto ‘Classic
meets Hightech’, an indicator in the classic bullet shape,
equipped with modern LED technology and many
additional functions, was an award-winning concept at
the time and “still represents the Gold Standard in terms
of lighting power, durability, style and functionality,”
according to Guido Kellermann.
Kellermann’s newly developed HPT (Homogenous
Projection Technology) emits an intense, ultra-quick
response homogeneous, ring-shaped light combined
with a smooth reaction of the internal reflector, resulting
in a “harmonic turn signal pulse.” The restrained design
shape of the quality black, chrome or matt chrome finish
metal housing blends well into most bike designs.
The Bullet 1000 is now available in four options -
indicator only (Bullet 1000 Extreme), indicator with
yellow position light (Bullet 1000 PL), indicator with
white position light (Bullet 1000 PL white) and indicator
with break and rear light (Bullet 1000 DF). 

KELLERMANN
Aachen, GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0)241 938 080
From the US Tel: 01149 241 938 080
info@kellermann-online.com
www.kellermann-online.com

Guided by the motto ‘Classic meets Hightech’, an
indicator in the classic bullet shape, equipped
with modern LED technology and many additional
functions, was an award-winning concept at the
time and “still represents the Gold Standard in
terms of lighting power, durability, style and
functionality,” according to Guido Kellermann.
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Upgrade oil filters
for ‘Street’ models
The original HiFloFiltro factory was founded in 1955
and has been making OE oil filters since 1963 – giving
them more than five decades of research, development
and manufacturing experience to draw on.

Noted in the sportbike market as one of the best
quality oil filters in the world, HiFloFiltro oil filters are
available as an OE upgrade on Harley’s 2015/16
XG500/750 ‘Street’ models.
Widely regarded as a ‘Premium’ paper filter, they are
manufactured “using the best materials available” –
internationally recognized quality materials such as
steel from Toyota Tsusho and NKK Japan, glue from
Henkel in Germany, filter paper from Ahlstrom
Filtration Finland, Hollingsworth & Vose USA and
Awa Paper Japan.
HiFloFiltro were the very first motorcycle oil filter to
meet the demanding German TÜV requirements.

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

DEI Titanium
exhaust wrap
in black
Avon Lake, Ohio based thermal barrier and sound
control specialist Design Engineering is now offering
its best-selling Titanium exhaust wrap with LR (lava
rock) technology with a great looking satin black
finish.
Extremely popular with customizers and
performance tuners, Black Titanium is woven from
the same high performing VR material as the original
Titanium wrap - which is engineered to be stronger
than glass fibre wraps for improved thermal
performance, durability and reliability. 
Installation is easy because the material is more
pliable and no pre-wetting is needed. It is
temperature resistant to 1,800 degrees F (nearly
1,000 degrees C) and is available in all of Design
Engineering’s popular roll lengths.
Founded in 1995, DEI is a major manufacturer and
supplier of high performance automotive
aftermarket products selling worldwide to all sectors
of the international powersports market. DEI
specializes in the development of thermal and
acoustic performance products.

DESIGN ENGINEERING INC
Avon Lake, Ohio, USA
Tel: 440 930 7940
sales@designengineering.com
www.deipowersports.com

Merritt Island, Florida based Arnott
Motorcycle Air Suspension, which claims to
be “the leader in true onboard adjustable
air suspension kits for motorcycles,” has
announced the introduction of a height-
adjustable FOX air suspension system for
’90-’08 and ‘09-’17 touring models.
Available in black or chrome, the system is a
featured new offering in Arnott's
completely redesigned line of TruAIR
motorcycle air suspension kits - available
for many popular Harley-Davidson, Honda,
Indian, Kawasaki, Suzuki, Victory and
Yamaha motorcycles.
Arnott says that at the core of their patent-
pending system design is a gas pressure
FOX shock absorber paired with a separate
Goodyear air spring.
The kit, featuring Arnott's TruAIR
technology, includes a rugged air spring
bladder and is not an air cylinder or air-
assisted unit.
Each Arnott motorcycle air suspension kit
includes everything needed for a “fast and
flawless installation,” including Arnott's air
distribution valve with a muffler to control

how fast air is released, detailed
installation manual, fused wiring harness
and relay assembly, all necessary tubing,
wiring, cable ties, fittings and mounting
accessories. Arnott says that each kit is
custom-crafted and rigorously tested in
their Florida manufacturing facility and
backed by Arnott's Limited Lifetime
Warranty. 
The Arnott motorcycle air suspension
product line has evolved into two
categories, designed to give riders a
welcome choice. Both categories boast
Arnott's TruAIR technology – their entry
level “Smooth Ride,” which is a value price-
point upgrade on stock shocks that offers
height and air spring adjustability, and their
top shelf “Ultimate Ride” premium
performance kit, which features FOX shocks,
many with optional rebound control. 

ARNOTT AIR SUSPENSION
Merritt Island, Florida, USA
Tel: 321 868 3016
doug.taylor@arnottinc.com
www.arnottcycles.com
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‘Ultimate Ride’ kit for
’90-up Tourers
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Primary lock bar tool
This primary lock bar is a tool to lock the primary drive on
Sportster models, to facilitate crankshaft sprocket nut removal
and installation, along with clutch service. Designed to fit between
the engine sprocket and clutch sprocket on 2004-up Sportster
XL1200 models, this is one of many model- specific and task-
specific tool designs by JIMS for Sportster, Big Twin, Tourer and
Indian/Victory models - all of which are made in the U.S.A. and
come with their limited tool warranty. 

JIMS USA, www.jimsusa.com

The new Brute II Extreme enclosed belt drive by
Californian manufacturer Rivera Primo is designed
specifically for high horsepower street or competition
applications requiring above average strength and
reliability.
Primo say that the 11mm 1-3/4” Kevlar poly chain
super belt is extremely durable and designed
expressly to live with the extreme shock loads
generated by large displacement, highly modified
American V-twins.
Primo describe the Brute III as representing the
“latest technological advances in primary drive
power transfer and primary belt design - it comes
complete with our famous Pro-Clutch assembly.”
It fits between the stock or aftermarket inner and
outer primary covers on Softails and Dyna models
from 1990 to 2016. Primo say they rate the Brute III
as an easy install, low maintenance 150+ hp design.

Primo Brute III Extreme
RIVERA PRIMO
Paramount, California, USA
Tel: 562 907 2600
info1@riveraprimoinc.com
www.riveraprimoinc.com
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Recently acquired by industry veteran and
former Sales & Marketing Director Lonny
Spiva (see AMD November), Heartland USA
has moved quickly to add new product
options to its already wide ranging program
of styling and conversion parts and kits
with two new kits for Dyna models.
The 200 D (seen here) and 240 D allow for a
200mm and 240mm rear tire respectively,
with both utilizing Heartland's patented
billet aluminum struts with a steel fender
and leather seat. Designed for Dyna models
from 2006 and up, the 200 D kit includes a
9” wide, pre-drilled, unpainted raw steel
rear fender, leather solo seat with vinyl side
bands, and billet aluminum struts that are
slotted and pinned for Heartland's patented
second seat options. The struts are finished
in either chrome, gloss black or ‘TuxCut’;
there are two fender lengths to choose
from – the Heartbreaker and the
Heartlander.
Heartland say that the bike must be
lowered to achieve their signature
“Heartland Look” and that the rear steel
fender horns must be cut off the frame.
The 240 D kit utilizes the Heartland
patented struts to allow install of a 240mm
rear tire and includes an 11" wide rear
fender (unpainted raw steel), solo seat, a
1/4" primary offset kit with 20mm belt and
steel swingarm system with axle. Three

fender choices are available - Heartbreaker,
Heartlander and a Heartlander with plate
holder and cat-eye LED Light. 
Options include internal strut lights,
swingarm in raw or gloss black and struts in
chrome or gloss black. The rear portion of
the frame supports must be removed and a
custom offset rear wheel is required
with 20 mm pulley –
additionally available from
Heartland.
Both Dyna
conversion kits
have the option of
a quick release
second seat and
the option of
attaching travel
sidebags to the
second seat. The
“Ride, Rack and
Rest” is a quick-
release package option
for two-up riding with
luggage that is compatible
with all Heartland conversions. 

HEARTLAND USA
Gardena, California, USA
Tel: 310 822 2697
info@heartlandbiker.com
www.heartlandbiker.com

Heartland USA – new Dyna conversion kits

http://www.motorcyclestorehouse.nl
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Dutch distributor Motorcycle Storehouse has new
2017 M-8 compatible exhausts available from Vance
& Hines. Seen here, Power Duals “integrate an
exclusive Vance & Hines power chamber hidden
behind a contoured heat shield that generates more
horsepower and torque than stock.”
The new right-side design eliminates the heat issues
on the left side for the passenger, routing hot
exhaust gases below the footpeg and protecting
vital engine components and side covers from heat
damage; they are fitted with 02 ports for a seamless
stock upgrade and available in chrome.
Also available for 2017 M-8 Tourers at Motorcycle
Storehouse, in chrome or black with choice of end
caps, are Vance & Hines oversized 450, hi-output and
twin slash round slip-ons, Power Duals crossover
head pipes and RSD/Vance & Hines Eliminator 400
slip-ons with 4” mufflers. 
These updated Kuryakyn ECE approved, LED taillight
conversions function as 'run' and 'brake', just like the
stock taillight, but an added run-turn-brake

controller creates a multi-functional, super bright
L.E.D. rear lighting package. Each taillight includes
connectors for ‘99-‘09 and ‘98-earlier style taillight
bases; they will also fit earlier models if the taillight
base is stamped SAE STL89.

Wild1, Chubby Flatline 1 1/4" bars have a 0-degree
wrist angle, as found on all Wild1 Chubby Flatliner
bars, providing the additional distance to the
handlebar grips, which gives the typical, quite
extreme ‘muscle bike’ ride, feel and look. All Flatliner
bars are 24" wide, 1 1/4" in diameter, have 3 1/2"
center-to-center spacing for fitment to standard style
triple trees, are drilled for internal wiring and
available in a chrome or satin black finish. Available
with 10” or 12” rise for ’82-’16 Harleys (except ’88-
’11 Springers).

MOTORCYCLE STOREHOUSE BV
Bedum, NETHERLANDS
Tel: +31 (0)50 303 9775
info@mcseurope.nl
www.motorcyclestorehouse.nl

Kuryakyn ECE approved LED taillight conversions

Wild1 Chubby
Flatline bars
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V&H M-8 Touring fitments
and more at MCS

Vance & Hines 2017 M-8
compatible exhausts
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Mini axle covers
It looks like innovative Californian parts designer
Ride Nice has hit another home run with these
“uber” discreet new axle covers. 
Challenged by the hidden complexity of improving
on a part as apparently simple as an axle cover,
“making small” while still having enough material
for the threads of two set screws to attach securely
to the axle nut, without letting the screw heads
show, took some doing.
However, the result is this unique, super-small
design, which will fit any 2008 and up Harley,
including Trikes and bikes with their own stand-alone
front end, like the Sportster 48 and Breakout.
In more “Nice” news, owner Jon Reed has had his
patent application on a new motorcycle ABS sensor
cover design approved.
“This is an important milestone for us,” Jon says.
“The ability to have protection on one of our designs
will help fuel our goal of bringing high quality, unique

parts to the V-twin industry for years to come. We
have submitted additional patent applications and
look forward to sharing news on them soon.”

RIDE NICE, USA
info@ridenice.com
www.ridenice.com

“Consistency Keeps Style”
Custom designer Ken Nagai of Ken’s Factory
fame believes “details create style, and
consistency keeps style.” This is the

philosophy that drives the design values of
his ‘Neo-Fusion’ line, with three new
products seen here.
His popular 5-spoke derby cover, available
polished or black/machine-cut, has been
given a facelift with more detailing added
to match the updated 5-spoke intake
(polished or black for TC, Super E, CV and H-
D EFi applications) and the matching new
5-spoke points cover options. 
The company says that “these components
are designed to harmonize together and
turn heads as they feature some of the most
intricate production machine work seen in
the industry.” 

KEN’S FACTORY
Signal Hill, California, USA
Tel: 562 597 5666
nelson@kensfactoryusa.com
kensfactoryusa.com

Accessories born
of experience

Well done Ron Reda – we like convenience
and simplicity here at AMD Magazine, and
Ron’s Reda Innovations product line is just
exactly that – simple ideas focussed on
those little conveniences that punch above
their weight.
The Reda luggage and jacket lock features a
no-key, no-combination locking system that
finally delivers a “legitimate option for
locking your luggage and jacket to the
motorcycle safely and effectively.” An easy,
innovative and inexpensive cable slide-
through system allows for simple and
ultra-secure storage.
Also seen here, the patented Reda
saddlebag dock holds saddlebags in place
when not in use. Made from scratch-
resistant, non-absorbing closed cell foam
that is suitable for Class A finishes, it is
designed to contour and grip to the shape
of the bags, preventing them from falling
over. Saddlebag lids can easily be opened
and closed while docked and measure 
24” L X 20” W X 6” H. 

DRAG SPECIALTIES
Janesville, Wisconsin, USA
Tel: 608 758 1111
drag@dragspecialties.com
www.dragspecialties.com

Ultima Bagger 2 into 1
Competition exhaust
Pevely, Missouri based Ultima Motorcycle Products
has this new 2 into 1 Competition exhaust system
available for 1995 to present Bagger models. Black
tips are optional (but not included), and other
additional tips are also available. A version for
Softails is also available. 
The Ultima exhausts program also includes 'Big
Growl' 2 into 2 pipes in thick wall tubing with
reinforced mounting brackets and no-weld, one-
piece 1.75" to 2.25" step-ups. Available in 10
different styles in show quality chrome for Softails
and 1986 - 2003 Sportsters.

MIDWEST MOTORCYCLE SUPPLY
Pevely, Missouri, USA
Tel: 636 931 3200
midwest@midwestmc.net
www.midwestmc.net
www.ultimaproducts.com
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DISTRIBUTOR NETWORK

w

TecMate (International) SA BELGIUM www.tecmate-int.com
TEL: 0032 (0)16 805440 FAX: 0032 (0)16 805441

SALES@TECMATE-INT.COM

AUSTRALIA - A1 ACCESSORY IMPORTS

T. (61) 7 3806 1800 sales@a1accessory.com.au

AUSTRIA -SCHUMOTO KG

T. (43)(732)757080 office@schumoto.at

BELGIUM - BIKE DESIGN BVBA

T. (32)(52) 453361 info@bike-design.be

BULGARIA – SENAX LTD.

T. (359)29441011 office@senax.bg

CROATIA - NOVEMA NOVA D.O.O

T. (385) 47715930 info@novema-nova.hr

CYPRUS - J.L. MOTORACE LTD (MOTORCYCLE)

T. (357)(22)752234 motorace@cytanet.com.cy

CZECH REP. - MOTOSERVIS DEYL

T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

DENMARK - NELLEMAN & DREWSEN APS 

T. (45)(8743) 5433 pb@nellemanhandel.dk

ESTONIA - OÜ HELADORA LLC

T. (372) 5285672 rain@motopood.ee

FINLAND - OY BRANDT A/B

T. (358)(9)895501 ulf.bjorklund@brandt.fi

FRANCE - MORACO SAS

T. (33)(3)85 51 45 30 info@moraco.fr

GERMANY - ECON WERKST.-AUSRÜSTUNGS

T. (49)(2689) 928747 info@econ-wa.de

GERMANY - HERMANN HARTJE GMBH

T. (49)(42) 51 811 273 info@hartje.de

GERMANY - LANGENSCHEIDT GMBH

T. (49)23 63 36 18-0 info@langenscheidt-gmbh.de

GERMANY - PAASCHBURG & WUNDERLICH 

T. (49)(40)248 277 0 info@pwonline.de

GERMANY - SCHÜLLER MOTORRADTEILE

T. (49)(6245)994 79 10 info@enuma.de

GREAT BRITAIN - PROBIKE SHADOWFAX 

T. (44)(1604)660555 sales@probike.co.uk

GREAT BRITAIN - MOTOHAUS POWERSPORTS 

T. (44)(1256)704909 sales@motohaus.com

GREECE - EKON TEKNIC

T. (30)(210)9221500 info@ekon.gr

HOLLAND - HOCOPARTS B.V.

T. (31)(342) 412290 info@hocoparts.com

HUNGARY - DOVER KFT

T. (36)(1)2392202 csaba@doverkft.hu

ICELAND - NITRO SPORT EHF.

T. (354)-55 74 848 ragnar@nitro.is

IRELAND - 

INTERCONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED

T. (353)(1)8344 289 andy@idl-dublin.ie

ISRAEL - A.E. MOTORCYCLE

T. (972)(50)271923 ae_motor@netvision.net.il

ITALY - SOCIETÀ GENERALE RICAMBI

T. (39)(051)722557 DelucaR@sgr-it.com

JAPAN - OKADA CORPORATION

T. (81)(3)5473-0371 j.sumiyoshi@okada-corp.com

KUWAIT -TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES

T. (965)2405194 shams@tristarkw.com

LATVIA - MAXMOTO

T. (371)-67 81 78 16 andris.krumins@maxmoto.lv

MALTA - MAGAZA MOTORCYCLE SERVICES

T. (356)21443716 mazaga@maltanet.net

MOROCCO - SHENO

T. (212) (0)5 22 35 97 16 larichimed@sheno.ma

NEW ZEALAND - NORTHERN ACCESSORIES

T. (64)(9)276-6453 steven@northacc.co.nz

NORWAY - SPARE PARTS SERVICE AS

T. (47)(64)837500 jang@sps.no

PHILIPPINES - STRONGHAND INC.

T. (632) 373-2311 open@stronghandinc.com

POLAND - OLEK MOTOCYKLE

T. (48) (33) 810 19 05 import@olekmotocykle.pl

PORTUGAL - JMP EQUIPAMENTOS

T. (351)(232)961841

geral@jmpequipamentos.com

SERBIA - MOTO-BIKE

T. (99)(381)641289979 motobike@ptt.rs

ROMANIA – MOTOBOOM

T. (40) 258734988 contact@motoboom.ro

SINGAPORE - DWA LUBRICANTS PTE LTD

T. (65) 6515-6282 dwa@pacific.net.sg

SLOVAKIA - MOTOSERVIS DEYL

T. (420)606 460 579 brandt@techbase-cz.cz

CENTRAL & SOUTH AFRICA, OCEANIA - 

TECMATE SOUTH AFRICA

T. (27)(21)5316087 tecmate@netactive.co.za

SPAIN - EUROMOTO 85, S.A.

T. (34)(936)376 611

euromoto85@euromoto85.es

SWEDEN - MOTOSPEED  AB

T. (46)(21)351925 klarkner@motospeed.se

SWITZERLAND - TECHNOPOLYMER AG

T. (41)(91) 683-0333 

robert.maier@technopolymer.ch

SWITZERLAND - HOSTETTLER AG

T. (41)(41) 926-6111

claudia.shumacher@hostettler.com

TAIWAN - PROMO-TEC INTERNATIONAL

T. (886)(2)2562-7770 pro.motec@msa.hinet.net

TURKEY - VELOMOTO

T. (90)(212)6061707 info@velomoto.com.tr

UAE - TRISTAR MOTORCYCLES DUBAI

T. (971) 4-3330659 floyd@tristaruae.com

USA, CANADA, CENTRAL & SOUTH AMERICA 

TECMATE NORTH AMERICA

T. 905 337 2095 sales@tecmate.com

EUROPE - PARTS EUROPE

T. (49)6501 9695 2000 info@partseurope.eu
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SIGN-UP TO THE 
DIGITAL EDITION TODAY
www.amdmag.com

Australia
Rollies Speed Shop

Tel: 07 3252 2129

Canada
Preston Cycle Products

Tel:(800) 265 2298
Parts Canada/Drag Specialties

Tel:(877) 717 2858

Europe
Custom Chrome Europe
Tel: 0049 (0)6721 4007 0

DÜX Industries
Tel: 0049 (0)40 434037

Parts Europe 
Tel: 0049 6501 9695-2000
Motorcycle Storehouse 
Tel: 0031 (0)50 3039775

Zodiac International 
Tel: 0031 (0)297 288 621

USA
Bikers Choice

Tel: (800) 347 8080

Custom Chrome
Tel: (800) 729 3332

Drag Specialties
Tel: (800) 222 3400

Kustomwerks
Tel: (800) 498 4711

MID-USA
Tel: (800) 527 0501

Tedd Cycle
Tel: (914) 565 2806

DISTRIBUTOR               NETWORK

w w w. b e l t d r i v e s . c o m

http://www.truettandosborn.com
http://www.deipowersports.com
http://www.fehling.de
http://www.beltdrives.com


Motorcycle Storehouse B.V.
Industrieweg 22, 9781 AC Bedum, The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)50-3039775 - Fax: +31 (0)50-

3039777

MCS Spainish agent
Paloma Pinto

Tel: +34 0 93 865 7427 - Fax: +34 0 93 865 7427
E-mail: paloma@mcseurope.nl

MCS French agent
Bruno Selle

Tel: +33 (0)4 90 67 76 33 - Fax: +33 (0)4 90 67 92 11
E-mail: bruno@mcseurope.nl

MCS German agent
Rasi Bayazid

Tel: +49 (0)211 289 0538 - Fax: +49 (0)211 289 0532
E-mail: rasi@mcseurope.nl

MCS Italian agent
Marcello Fontana

Tel: +39 0445 390437 - Fax: +39 0445 395539
E-mail marcello@mcseurope.nl

MCS UK agent
Simon Letts

Tel: +44 (0)1892 668844 - Fax: +44 (0)1892 667722
E-mail: simon@mcseurope.nl
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THIS MONTH’S ADVERTISERS
AIM Corp (US) Clutches & gear kits ............................................................................................4

AirFX USA (US) Air suspension kits ............................................................................................24

Arlen Ness Enterprises (US) Parts & accessories ....................................................................46,61

Arnott Air Suspension (US) Adjustable air suspension kits ..........................................................54

Avon Grips (US) Memory foam grips..........................................................................................42

Badlands Motorcycle Products (US) Illuminator modules ............................................................13

Barnett Clutches & Cables (US) Big Twin narrow primary clutch components ..............................51

Belt Drives Ltd (US) GMA forward controls, GMA floorboards, distributor network ..............9,23,61

Darkhorse Crankworks (US) Crank assembly balancing & rebuilds..............................................39

Design Engineering Inc (DEI) (US) Line & hose protection ..........................................................59

DP Brakes (US) Brakes & clutches ..............................................................................................41

Drag Specialties (US) EDZ Motorcycle Supply ..............................................................................5

Easyriders Events (US) V-Twin Expo 2017 ............................................................................29-36

Editrice Custom (IT) 31st Biker Fest International ......................................................................45

Fehling (DE) Parts & accessories ................................................................................................59

Hawg Halters Inc (US) Calipers, triple trees, front ends ..............................................................38

James Gaskets (US) Derby cover gaskets, distributor network ................................................49,59

Joker Machine (US) Vega turn signals ........................................................................................55

Kellermann (DE) Bullet 1000 series............................................................................................13

Kustom Tech (IT) Parts & accessories..........................................................................................64

LePera Enterprises (US) Seats ....................................................................................................25

Lincoln Industries (US) StyleLinc Eclipse exhaust ........................................................................19

Mag Connection (FR) Distributor ..............................................................................................27

Mid-USA Motorcycle Parts (US) Parts & accessories....................................................................17

Midwest Motorcycle Supply (US) Ultima products ......................................................................18

Motorcycle Storehouse (NL) Distributor, International Sales Offices ..................................52-53,60

NAMZ Custom Cycle Products (US) Wiring harnesses & fluid lines ..............................................44

National Cycle (US) Windshields & accessories ..........................................................................54

Pickard (US) Precision fit - Swag bag rear end packages ............................................................42

Renegade Wheels (US) 'Tahoe' wheel range ..............................................................................51

S&S Cycle (US) Black Edition engines ..........................................................................................2

SBS Friction (DK) SBS brake pads ..............................................................................................56

SDL Exhibitions (IE) 2017 Irish Motorbike & Scooter Show ........................................................63

Speed-Way Shelters (US) Shelters, distributors ..........................................................................58

Tech Cycle Performance Products (US) Belt drives & starters ......................................................13

TecMate International (BE) OptiMATE3 chargers..........................................................................9

Truett & Osborn Cycle (US) Crankshaft assembly........................................................................59

TTS Motorcycles (DE) Rims & wheels ........................................................................................43

Tucker Rocky Distributing (US) Twin Power Oil ..........................................................................14

Vance & Hines (US) Demand Vance & Hines ............................................................................6-7

Zodiac International (NL) Parts & accessories, European offices ........................................20,48,58

THIS MONTH’S EDITORIAL ITEMS
ACEM (BE) NewsBrief: EU motorcycle registrations ....................................................................15

Advanced Accessory Concepts (US) BLU TPMS tire pressure monitoring system ..........................25

AIM Corp (US) Variable pressure clutch for M-8 Tourers ............................................................22

American Motorcyclist Association (AMA) (US) NewsBrief: Snow bike racing sanctioned ............15

Andreani Group International (IT) DB4 suspension dynamometer ..............................................37

Arlen Ness Enterprises (US) 10-gauge frame grilles available through Drag Specialties ..............24

Arnott Air Suspension (US) 'Ultimate Ride' kit for Tourers ..........................................................50

Bad Dad (US) Updates at MAG Connection ..............................................................................43

Baker Drivetrain (US) NewsBrief: Grudge Box ............................................................................12

Barnett Clutches & Cables (US) Clutch kit for 2017 FLs..............................................................21

Belt Drives Ltd (US) GMA calipers for 2017 ..............................................................................37

Belt Drives Ltd (US) 'Quiet Clutch' and pressure plate upgrades ................................................40

Bike Alert (GB) HiFloFiltro oil filters for 'Street' models available through Drag Specialties ..........50

BRP Billet Racing Products (US) NewsBrief: 2nd quarter revenues ..............................................10

Buffalo Chip Campground (US) NewsBrief: To host AMA Pro Racing Flat Track race ....................15

Corbin Saddles (US) 2016 Softail Slim seat collection ................................................................22

Dealer-World.com (GB) NewsBrief: First two entries received for AMD Championship 2018 ........12

Design Engineering Inc (DEI) (US) Titanium exhaust wrap in black ..............................................50

Drag Specialties (US) Victory and Indian catalog ........................................................................18

Drag Specialties (US) Namz front turn signal extension harness kit ............................................21

Drag Specialties (US) Feuling 'Reaper' cams ..............................................................................22

Drag Specialties (US) Arlen Ness 10-gauge frame grilles ............................................................24

Drag Specialties (US) Khrome Werks 2:2 systems ......................................................................44

Drag Specialties (US) HiFloFiltro oil filters for 'Street' models......................................................50

Drag Specialties (US) Reda Innovations accessories....................................................................57

Easyriders Events (US) V-Twin Expo 2017 ................................................................................1,8

Fehling  (DE) Accessories for late model Dynas ..........................................................................24

FEMA (BE) Autonomous cars to be tested with motorcycles ........................................................8

Feuling Parts (US) 'Reaper' cams available through Drag Specialties ..........................................22

Hal's Harley-Davidson (US) NewsBrief: Sold to Kutter H-D owners..............................................10

Harley-Davidson Motor Company (US) NewsBrief: German market share 5th place ....................15

Harley-Davidson Motor Company (US) NewsBrief: Dividend ......................................................64

Headwinds (US) FLTR light upgrades..........................................................................................47

Heartland (US) Dyna conversion kits..........................................................................................53

J&P Cycles (US) Ultimate Builder finals set for Chicago ..............................................................10

JIMS (US) Primary lock bar tool ................................................................................................52

Joker Machine (US) Serrated floorboards ..................................................................................21

Kawasaki Motors Corporation (JP) NewsBrief: Begin development of AI technologies ................12

Kellermann (DE) Bullet light upgrades........................................................................................49

Khrome Werks (US) 2:2 systems available through Drag Specialties............................................44

Koelnmesse (DE) NewsBrief: INTERMOT 2016 attendance..........................................................64

Kuryakyn (US) Taillight conversions available through Motorcycle Storehouse ............................55

Lowbrow Customs (US) 'Pursuit' grips and pegs ........................................................................26

Mag Connection (FR) Bad Dad updates ....................................................................................43

MCJ di Marini Jose (IT) Adjustable exhausts available through Zodiac ........................................28

Midwest Motorcycle Supply (US) Ultima Bagger 2-1 Competition exhaust ..................................57

MIC (US) Represents powersports - Outdoor Recreation Industry Roundtable ............................18

Motorcycle Storehouse (NL) V&H M-8 Touring fitments and more ..............................................55

NAMZ Custom Cycle Products (US) Signal extension harness kits available through Drag Specialties ....21

Ohlins Racing (SE) Kenth Ohlins appoints new CEO ..................................................................12

Paughco (US) Springers and 40-spoke wheels............................................................................39

Pickard (US) Fairings, fenders and covers ..................................................................................26

Polaris Industries (US) NewsBrief: Quarterly dividend ................................................................12

Polaris Industries (US) Q3 results ..........................................................................................64,16

Progressive Suspension (US) 490 sport series ............................................................................40

Reda Innovations (US) Accessories available through Drag Specialties ........................................57

Ride Nice (US) Mini axle covers ................................................................................................57

Ridewright Wheels (US) The 30-Daddy wheel ............................................................................25

Rivera Primo (US) Primo Brute III Extreme..................................................................................52

Royal Enfield (IN) NewsBrief: New North American HQ ..............................................................16

S&S Cycle (US) NewsBrief: Power Terms Financing ....................................................................12

S&S Cycle (US) Stealth air cleaner available through Zodiac ......................................................28

S&S Cycle (US) Complete cam chest kits and new black finish engines ......................................47

TecMate International (BE) OptiMate 3 available as a multi-bank ..............................................23

Thrustcycle Enterprises (US) Prototype self-balancing e-Bike ......................................................15

TTS Motorcycles (DE) Vintage Knuckle style covers ....................................................................44

Tucker Rocky Distributing (US) Twin Power clutch kits ................................................................44

Tucker Rocky Distributing (US) Distribution center closures and lay-offs ........................................8

Two Brothers Racing (US) Comp Series for M-8 FL Baggers ........................................................40

Vance & Hines (US) Bolt-on 30+ HP kit for Tourers ....................................................................47

Vance & Hines (US) M-8 Touring fitments available through Motorcycle Storehouse....................55

W&W Cycles (DE) Air-Tech Cafe Racer and XR750 styling for Sportsters ....................................41

Wild 1 (US) Wild 1 Chubby flatline bars available through Motorcycle Storehouse ......................55

Zero Motorcycles (US) NewsBrief: AMA memerships with 2017 purchases..................................10

Zodiac International (NL) Bikers Book for 2017..........................................................................12

Zodiac International (NL) New brands and products round-up....................................................28

This INDEX is a complete listing of all the items in this edition. It includes all our advertisers and the product, feature and news items
published this month. The INDEX will act as a quick reference guide, and will be useful when searching this and other editions either
for contact details for a particular company, or for a specific item that has appeared. The INDEX appears in every edition of AMD .
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P
olaris Industries say that
North American
consumer retail demand
for Victory and Indian

models increased high single
digits percent during the 2016
third quarter, with Indian
Motorcycle and Victory
increasing low-teens percent
combined, while overal l
motorcycle industry retail sales
900cc and above were down high
single digits percent in the 2016
third quarter. 
Product availability for all three
motorcycle brands remained
“adequate” throughout the quarter
with both the Company’s Spirit Lake,
Iowa motorcycle plant and the new
Slingshot production line in Huntsville,
Alabama, producing at retail demand
levels.
However, the company reported third
Motorcycle segment sales revenues,
including its respective PG&A sales,
down by -3 percent in the 2016 third
quarter to $183.2 million. Victory and
Indian Motorcycle reported increased
vehicle sales revenue growth, while

Slingshot sales revenue was down
during the quarter due to shipment
timing. 
Gross profit in the Motorcycle segment
decreased by -26 percent to $21.2
million, or 11.6 percent of sales in the
third quarter of 2016, compared to
$28.4 million, or 15.1 percent of sales,
in the third quarter of 2015 –
apparently due to higher warranty
expense related to recent safety and
service bulletins, primarily for
Slingshot.
“Our third quarter results, while
discouraging, were in line with our
revised guidance and reflect our
ongoing execution of the RZR recalls
and significant quality and safety
improvement initiatives,” said Scott
Wine, Polaris’ Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer.
“In addition to these recall challenges,
we continued to face a weak overall
powersports industry, but were
encouraged by continued retail
strength for Indian and our overall
motorcycle business, and the return to
growth for side-by-sides in
September,” he commented. 

“We remain committed to improving
our fundamentals and executing our
long-term strategy to be the ‘Best in
Powersports, Plus’. Our recent
announcement to acqui re
Transamerican Auto Parts, a $740
million, vertically integrated, multi-
channel leader in the $10+ billion Jeep
and truck aftermarket accessory space,
is consistent with our strategy and
exciting due to its growth potential.
“We are making the necessary
investments, both internally and
externally, to realize the true potential
of our organization. Along with
improvements in product safety and
quality, we are using Huntsville and
our go to market Retail Flow
Management (“RFM”) process to
establish Lean as a competitive
advantage, we are bringing
technology to the forefront of our
industry with ‘Ride Command’, and we
are working to transform the customer
experience, from purchase to service,
to enhance profitability. 
“This commitment to improving our

Polaris say Q3 2016 Victory and
Indian unit sales up by “high single
digits percent” in a down marketHarley declared a $0.35 cash

dividend per share on
November 28, payable
December 30, to common stock
holders as at December 16.

Lightspeed, the dealer management
software provider, says that the
1,600 plus domestic U.S.
powersports dealers of all kinds who
use their systems are reporting
October overall sales down by -5.2
%, with parts sales -8.5%, service -
5.4% and vehicle unit sales -3.9 %,
compared to October 2015.

INTERMOT say that their 2016
attendance was up, at 220,000
visitors. A big part of the
increase is thought to be due to
the debut of ‘INTERMOT
Customized’, the new show-
within-show concept that plays
host to the AMD World
Championship of Custom Bike
Building. The show saw Hall 10
at Koelnmesse emerge as the
acclaimed new international
headquarters event for the fast
growing and fast changing
custom motorcycle market.
Some 70 percent or more of
show visitors are reported as
visiting ‘INTERMOT Customized’
– making it the #1 best
attended custom bike show in
the world.  

AMD Magazine will be publishing an
updated 2017/2018 edition of its
popular International Aftermarket
Directory in the spring of 2017.
Acclaimed as the most
comprehensive (indeed the only) V-
twin market-specific buyers’ guide, it
will feature something in the region
of 50 individual pieces of information
about some 3,000 plus vendors from
more than 100 countries on more
than 200 pages – no wonder it’s
known as “The King” of buyers’
guides!

NEWS
BRIEFS

Continues on page 16 >>>

http://www.kustomtech.eu
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